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The #1 Guide to Excellence in Technical Communication—Fully Updated for Embedded
Assistance, Mobile, Search, Multimedia, and More Direct from IBM’s own content design
experts, this guide shows you how to design product interfaces and technical information that
always place users front and center. This edition has been fully revised to help you consistently
deliver the right content at the right time. You’ll master today’s best practices to apply nine
essential characteristics of high-quality technical information: accuracy, clarity, completeness,
concreteness, organization, retrievability, style, task orientation, and visual
effectiveness. Coverage IncludesAdvocating for users throughout the entire product
development processDelivering information in an ordered manner by following progressive
disclosure techniquesOptimizing content so that users can find it from anywhereStreamlining
information for mobile deliveryHelping users right where they areWhether you’re a writer, editor,
information architect, user experience professional, or reviewer, this book shows you how to
create great technical information, from the product design to the user interface, topics, and
other media.Thoroughly revised and updatedExtensive new coverage of self-documenting
interfaces and embedded assistanceUpdated practical guidelines and checklistsHundreds of
new examples  

"...It would be a valuable addition to university libraries..." (Chemistry in Britain, November
2002)"...a useful contribution to introducing the subject to a wider range of analytical
scientists..." (Chemistry & Industry, 3 March 2003)“…covers a wide range of sensoring
systems…accessible to a broad audience.” (Metrohm Information, Vol.33, No.2 2004)From the
Inside FlapChemical sensors and biosensors are among the fastest growing of analytical
techniques. This text provides an up-to-the-minute overview of a wide range of sensing systems,
discussing the elements of different transducers used in sensors and the selective elements that
are employed. The style is relatively non-mathematical and informal in approach.Key features
and subjects covered include the following:* Sensors based on both electrochemical and
photometric transducers* Mass-sensitive sensors* Thermal-sensitive sensors* Performance
factors for sensors* Examples of applications* Detailed case studies of five selected sensors*
30 discussion questions with worked examples and 80 self-assessment questions* 140
explanatory diagrams* An extensive bibliographyThe book's approach is ideal for students at
BTEC (HND and HNC) level, as well as for BSc degree and postgraduate students of analytical
and physical chemistry. Chemical Sensors and Biosensors will, in addition, be invaluable to all
those concerned with the environmental and biomedical applications of such systemsFrom the
Back CoverChemical sensors and biosensors are among the fastest growing of analytical
techniques. This text provides an up-to-the-minute overview of a wide range of sensing systems,



discussing the elements of different transducers used in sensors and the selective elements that
are employed. The style is relatively non-mathematical and informal in approach.Key features
and subjects covered include the following:* Sensors based on both electrochemical and
photometric transducers* Mass-sensitive sensors* Thermal-sensitive sensors* Performance
factors for sensors* Examples of applications* Detailed case studies of five selected sensors*
30 discussion questions with worked examples and 80 self-assessment questions* 140
explanatory diagrams* An extensive bibliographyThe book's approach is ideal for students at
BTEC (HND and HNC) level, as well as for BSc degree and postgraduate students of analytical
and physical chemistry. Chemical Sensors and Biosensors will, in addition, be invaluable to all
those concerned with the environmental and biomedical applications of such systemsAbout the
AuthorBrian R. Eggins is the author of Chemical Sensors and Biosensors, published by
Wiley.Read more
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2014ContentsPrefaceAcknowledgmentsAbout the authorsPart 1. IntroductionChapter 1.
Technical information continues to evolveEmbedded assistanceProgressive disclosure of
informationThe technical writer’s role todayRedefining quality technical informationChapter 2.
Developing quality technical informationPreparing to write: understanding users, goals, and
product tasksWriting and rewritingReviewing, testing, and evaluating technical informationPart 2.
Easy to useChapter 3. Task orientationWrite for the intended audiencePresent information from
the users’ point of viewFocus on users’ goalsIdentify tasks that support users’ goalsWrite user-
oriented task topics, not function-oriented task topicsAvoid an unnecessary focus on product
featuresIndicate a practical reason for informationProvide clear, step-by-step instructionsMake
each step a clear action for users to takeGroup steps for usabilityClearly identify steps that are
optional or conditionalTask orientation checklistChapter 4. AccuracyResearch before you
writeVerify information that you writeMaintain information currencyKeep up with technical
changesAvoid writing information that will become outdatedMaintain consistency in all
information about a subjectReuse information when possibleAvoid introducing
inconsistenciesUse tools that automate checking for accuracyAccuracy checklistChapter 5.
CompletenessMake user interfaces self-documentingApply a pattern for disclosing
informationCover all subjects that support users’ goals and only those subjectsCreate an outline
or topic modelInclude only information based on user goalsMake sure concepts and reference
topics support the goalsCover each subject in only as much detail as users needProvide
appropriate detail for your users and their experience levelInclude enough informationInclude
only necessary informationRepeat information only when users will benefit from itCompleteness
checklistPart 3. Easy to understandChapter 6. ClarityFocus on the meaningEliminate



wordinessWrite coherentlyAvoid ambiguityUse words as only one part of speechAvoid empty
wordsUse words with a clear meaningWrite positivelyMake the syntax of sentences clearUse
pronouns correctlyPlace modifiers appropriatelyUse technical terms consistently and
appropriatelyDecide whether to use a termUse terms consistentlyDefine each term that is new
to the intended audienceClarity checklistChapter 7. ConcretenessConsider the skill level and
needs of usersUse concreteness elements that are appropriate for the information typeUse
focused, realistic, and up-to-date concreteness elementsUse scenarios to illustrate tasks and to
provide overviewsMake code examples and samples easy to useSet the context for examples
and scenariosUse similes and analogies to relate unfamiliar information to familiar
informationUse specific languageConcreteness checklistChapter 8. StyleUse active and passive
voice appropriatelyConvey the right toneAvoid gender and cultural biasSpell terms consistently
and correctlyUse proper capitalizationUse consistent and correct punctuationApply consistent
highlightingMake elements parallelApply templates and reuse commonly used expressionsUse
consistent markup taggingStyle checklistPart 4. Easy to findChapter 9. OrganizationPut
information where users expect itSeparate contextual information from other types of
informationSeparate contextual information into the appropriate type of embedded
assistanceSeparate noncontextual information into discrete topics by typeArrange elements to
facilitate navigationOrganize elements sequentiallyOrganize elements consistentlyReveal how
elements fit togetherEmphasize main points; subordinate secondary pointsOrganization
checklistChapter 10. RetrievabilityOptimize for searching and browsingUse clear, descriptive
titlesUse keywords effectivelyOptimize the table of contents for scanningGuide users through
the informationLink appropriatelyLink to essential informationAvoid redundant linksUse effective
wording for linksProvide helpful entry pointsRetrievability checklistChapter 11. Visual
effectivenessApply visual design practices to textual elementsUse graphics that are meaningful
and appropriateIllustrate significant tasks and conceptsMake information interactiveUse screen
captures judiciouslyApply a consistent visual styleUse visual elements to help users find what
they needEnsure that visual elements are accessible to all usersVisual effectiveness
checklistPart 5. Putting it all togetherChapter 12. Applying more than one quality
characteristicApplying quality characteristics to progressively disclosed informationApplying
quality characteristics to information for an international audienceApplying quality characteristics
to topic-based informationChapter 13. Reviewing, testing, and evaluating technical
informationReviewing technical informationTesting information for usabilityTesting technical
informationEditing and evaluating technical informationReading and editing the
informationReviewing the visual elementsPart 6. AppendixesAppendix A. Quality
checklistAppendix B. Who checks which characteristics?GlossaryResources and
referencesIndexPrefaceAbout this bookMany books about technical writing tell you how to
develop different elements of technical information, such as headings, lists, tables, and indexes.
We took a different approach with this book; we organized it to show you how to apply quality
characteristics that make technical information, including information embedded in user



interfaces, easy to use, easy to understand, and easy to find. We hope you will find our approach
useful and comprehensive—and we hope that you will find the information in this book easy to
use, easy to understand, and easy to find!Is this book for you?If you are a writer, editor,
information architect, or reviewer of technical information and user interfaces, then yes, this book
is for you. If you work on software information, this book will be of particular interest to you
because most of the examples in it come from the domain of software. However, the quality
characteristics and guidelines apply to all technical information.In general, this book assumes
that you know the basics of good grammar, punctuation, and spelling as they apply to writing. It
does not assume that you are familiar with what makes technical information effective or
ineffective.Changes in this editionThe organization of the book and the quality characteristics
remain the same. However, within each quality characteristic, we made significant changes by
replacing some guidelines with new ones, adding many new examples, and broadening the
scope of the kinds of information that we discuss. If you are familiar with previous editions, you’ll
find a great deal of new content in this edition. For example, the following guidelines are among
those that we added:• “Apply a pattern for disclosing information” in the chapter about
completeness• “Guide users through the information” in the chapter about retrievability• “Put
information where users expect it” in the chapter about organization• “Make information
interactive” in the chapter about visual effectivenessThese changes resulted from several
developments in technical communication:• Greater emphasis on the embedded assistance in
user interfaces• The need to plan for information access from mobile devices• The
pervasiveness of Google and other search engines as users’ preferred method for looking for
information• Video as a delivery medium for technical informationAs with earlier developments in
this field during the many years that these quality characteristics have been in use, the
characteristics remain relevant while the definition of technical information expands in scope.
This quality framework continues to apply to the information that we provide today. In addition,
we have found that the characteristics apply well to user interfaces, which benefit from
application of the guidelines much as other content does.We hope that you find this book useful
in improving the quality of the information that you develop.AcknowledgmentsThe predecessor
of this book was an internal document called Producing Quality Technical Information. That
document led to the first edition of Developing Quality Technical Information, which was
published in 1998, followed by the second edition in 2004. And here we are 10 years later with
the third edition.After the second edition of Developing Quality Technical Information was
published, its lead author and project manager, Gretchen Hargis, passed away.Throughout the
writing process for the first two editions of this book, Gretchen was vigorous in pushing the
authors to do what was necessary to make the book as good as it could possibly be. We
planned, we drafted, we edited, we haggled, we revised, we reedited, we proofread. Throughout
the process, the concept of “good enough” never entered Gretchen’s mind.Sometimes,
Gretchen’s coauthors wished “good enough” had been just that, but in retrospect we are so glad
that Gretchen persevered. Without Gretchen, neither the first nor second edition of the book



would ever have been completed. Gretchen is sorely missed by all of her coauthors and
colleagues.We felt that she was with us every step of the way as we wrote the third edition, and
we hope that this edition lives up to her standards.Over the years, nearly a hundred talented
people have in some way contributed to this latest edition. We thank all the people who helped
with this book and its predecessors.One of the biggest challenges to writing this book was
providing the vast number of examples in each chapter. We were fortunate to get help identifying
many excellent examples. Many thanks to Hassi Norlen, Richie Escarez, Ellen Livengood, Ann
Hernandez (author from the second edition), Beth Hettich, Erin Jerison, Marcia Carey
(Michelle’s mom), and Gary Rodrigues for helping with the nearly 400 examples provided in this
book.And thanks to the talented visual designers and writers who provided some of the
examples in the “Visual effectiveness” chapter: Tina Adams, Daiv Barrios, Jessy Chung,
Caroline Law, Adam Locke, Challen Pride-Thorne, Rene Rodriguez, Shannon Thompson, and
Jacob Warren. Thanks especially to visual designers Clark Gussin and Sean Lanyi for always
being available to advise and help.Many of the clarity and style issues we discuss come out of
trying to do what’s best for translators, so we’d like to thank Sabine Lehmann, Ph.D., for her
guidance about machine translation and linguistics and for her translations of French, German,
and English examples.We thank Michael Rouiller and Polly Hughes (second edition author) for
their help with the cover graphic.We’d also like to thank the following folks who helped us find the
quotations that introduce each quality characteristic chapter: Christopher Clunas, Paula Cross,
Fran DeRespinis, Jasna Krmpotic, Yvonne Ma, and Leslie McDonald.For technical support, we’d
never have finished the book if it hadn’t been for Dan Dionne, Kevin Cheung, and Simcha Gralla.
Many thanks to these gentlemen for their help.Thanks to Andrea Ames for the hours and laughs
we continue to share while defining and building education for embedded assistance and
progressive disclosure of information within and outside of IBM. Thanks also to Jennifer Fell who
gave us a wonderful metaphor that describes how users should be able to use technical
information: “As a guided journey instead of a scavenger hunt.”Thanks to Lori Fisher who
created a space over the course of many years for all of us to contribute to the craft of
information development and to develop a framework for information quality. Thanks to Eileen
Jones for sponsoring this edition and for fostering the profession of information development at
IBM.We thank our families, friends, cats, and dogs for their incredible patience and support
throughout the writing process. We stole countless late nights, weekends, and decent meals
from them, and we can never pay those back.Lastly, we must thank our talented editor, Julian
Cantella, for the many long hours he spent editing our manuscript. It’s never easy editing a book
that’s written by a team of editors. Julian’s thoughtful and meticulous work helped us add that
extra polish to the book.Michelle CareyMoira McFadden LanyiDeirdre LongoEric
RadzinskiShannon RouillerElizabeth WildeAbout the authorsThe authors are all long-standing
and respected members of the information development community at IBM. Although the
authors have served in various roles throughout their careers, information quality has always
been and continues to be their primary focus.Michelle Carey is an information architect and



technical editor at IBM and has taught technical communication at University of California Santa
Cruz Extension. Michelle is the co-author of the book DITA Best Practices: A Roadmap for
Writing, Editing, and Architecting in DITA. She is an expert on topic-based information systems,
software product error messages, grammar, embedded assistance for user interfaces, and
writing for international audiences. She also writes computational linguistic rules for a grammar,
style, and terminology management tool. Michelle enjoys teaching, grammar, herding cats, and
riding and driving anything with a lot of horsepower.Moira McFadden Lanyi is an information
architect and technical editor at IBM. She has experience with topic-based writing, DITA,
embedded assistance, user interface design, and visual design. She created 99% of the artwork
in this book. She is a co-author of the book An Introduction to IMS. Moira enjoys visiting San
Francisco with her family as often as possible, cooking fresh, healthy meals, and watching her
courageous son ride his unicycle and surf.Deirdre Longo is an information architect and
strategist at IBM. She has been a pioneer for embedded assistance in IBM: defining the scope
of that term, developing standards for embedded assistance, and modeling how to work
effectively in cross-disciplinary teams. She has taught webinars for the Society of Technical
Communication (STC) and published articles on information architecture topics in STC’s
Intercom. She is an avid yoga practitioner.Eric Radzinski is a technical editor and information
architect for industry-leading mainframe database software at IBM. He is a co-author of The IBM
Style Guide: Conventions for Writers and Editors and is well versed in topic-based writing,
embedded assistance, DITA, and writing for a global audience. Eric makes his home in San
Jose, California, with his wife and their three children.Shannon Rouiller is an information
architect and technical editor at IBM. She has experience with quality metrics, topic-based
information systems, DITA, videos, embedded assistance, and user interface design. She is a
co-author of the book Designing Effective Wizards. Shannon dabbles in sports photography and
likes to solve puzzles.Elizabeth Wilde is an information quality strategist at IBM, developing
strategies and education for developing high-quality content. She develops Acrolinx
computational linguistic rules that enforce grammar, style, and DITA tagging rules. She teaches
an extension course in technical writing at the University of California Santa Cruz. Her hobbies
include growing cacti and succulents and collecting tattoos.Part 1: IntroductionChapter 1.
Technical information continues to evolveEmbedded assistanceProgressive disclosure of
informationThe technical writer’s role todayRedefining quality technical informationChapter 2.
Developing quality technical informationPreparing to write: understanding users, goals, and
product tasksWriting and rewritingPlanning what to write for different stages of product
useDeciding exactly what to writeStarting to writeRefining what you writeReviewing, testing, and
evaluating technical informationChapter 1. Technical information continues to evolveThe nature
of our work as technical communicators continues to change, more rapidly than ever. The
authors of this book can see it even over the short course, relatively speaking, of our own
careers in technical communication. Some of us began our careers delivering camera-ready
copy for a shelf of physical books and then began producing context-sensitive online help that



was installed with the product. With the advent of the web, we used our online help-writing skills
to rework books into online topic-based documentation.Today, writers sigh or laugh ruefully over
the fact that users don’t click help links. Testing with users validates this premise—that users
don’t want to ask for separate help—but that they do use all of the text they see in user
interfaces to do their tasks. In surveys, users often say that their first response to trouble is to ask
a colleague. In testing, when users were forced to seek additional assistance, a majority in our
tests tried to search the Internet or visit a video site such as YouTube rather than reading the
help. This finding is surprising at first, but on reflection, is the equivalent of asking a
colleague.One reason that users avoid help documentation is that we, as a profession, have
taught them that, as one user told us, “There’s nothing good there.” For example, when we
moved from command-oriented products to those with graphical interfaces, technical
information was focused on helping users to understand how to manipulate the user interface.
Although that focus made sense during the transition, many writers continue that focus today, 20
years after the transition. In spite of knowing better, we continue to produce huge amounts of
help documentation.As technical writers, we need to recognize this shift in our audience and
move past it to address users where they are. A new generation of technology-savvy users is
entering the workforce, existing workers are becoming more adept, and technology is becoming
more sophisticated. Because of these changes, the emphasis is on more usable, intuitive, and
appealing products. Now we need to expand our focus beyond topic-based information and onto
the product user interfaces themselves, with input field labels, messages, and other embedded
text, which collectively we refer to as embedded assistance.We need to recognize that topics
alone cannot address all needs. Topics work well in some contexts and for some types of
documentation: planning, application programming, technical concepts, troubleshooting, and
hardware diagrams. In many contexts, users expect to stay where they are and figure out how to
do their tasks without reading separate documentation. But in many other contexts, especially
mobile contexts, users want to watch a video introduction or a presentation by an expert. We
need to write information for users where they are, focused on what they’re trying to accomplish,
instead of trying to make them read what they don’t want to read.Embedded assistanceOur
profession has different definitions for embedded assistance.Some groups refer to static,
descriptive inline text in a user interface as embedded assistance and differentiate it from the
interface labels and messages. Others use the term to refer to the mechanism that displays a
pane of online help text within the same window as the product. For the purposes of this book,
we define embedded assistance as both of those and more—to define it more narrowly only
reinforces the artificial separation between product and documentation that occurs because of
the way most products and documentation are developed. When users buy or use a product,
they don’t differentiate between the interface, the documentation, and the functionality. To users,
all of these are the product. We, with all members of our product development teams, must
develop our products as a whole too.Embedded assistance, therefore, encompasses all textual
and graphical elements that users encounter in all types of products. In graphical user



interfaces, embedded assistance includes (numbers refer to Figure 1.1 below):• Labels for user
interface controls such as fields, radio buttons, check boxes, push buttons, menus, window
titles, and so on (1)• Input hints in fields (2)• Descriptive inline user interface text such as
introductory text in a window (3)• Messages that appear on fields, in sections of the interface, or
in dialogs• Tooltips, which are one- to two-word names for tools that do not have labels in the
interface• Hover help, which are one to two sentences of description for fields, check boxes,
radio buttons, and so on (6)• Wizards for simplifying complex interactions• Embedded help
panes (8)The following illustration shows some of these elements in a user interface:Figure 1.1
Embedded assistance elements in a user interface.In nongraphical software contexts, such as
ASCII-based interfaces, embedded assistance includes:• Logged messages• Command and
parameter names• Keyword names• API names• Utility or tool namesIn hardware contexts,
embedded assistance includes:• Labels embedded on hardware wires, boards, or other
equipment• Labels attached on top of or around hardware, for example on an on/off switch•
Specifically sized slots for connectors• Colors for wiring, for example, the color green indicates
the ground wire in the USEmbedded assistance also includes programmatic assistance that
does a step or task for a user. Examples of programmatic assistance include:• Default values•
Detected values• Autocompleted values, as shown in the following user interface:Although we
writers usually don’t have the programming skills to develop programmatic assistance, we do
need to understand these types of assistance well enough to advocate for them when they’ll be
helpful to users.Our skills with writing embedded assistance and our fluency with words and
graphics will be crucial as software development shifts to focus on mobile devices. Most users
don’t follow help links in desktop and web applications; they are even less likely to do so in
mobile environments. The lack of hover capabilities in the mobile environment removes an
element of embedded assistance in an already small user interface, a user interface that makes
web and desktop interfaces seem enormous by comparison. Because of the small screen size in
a mobile interface, the small amount of text that is persistent gets even more
attention.Progressive disclosure of informationGiven the types of embedded assistance
elements in the previous section, it’s easy to see that writers can’t work in isolation on each
element, set of elements, or functional area of the user interface or piece of hardware. Instead,
the entire set of embedded assistance, linked assistance, and separate documentation must tell
a cohesive story.The key to developing effective documentation is to apply and follow a pattern
for progressively disclosing the information to the user. Progressive disclosure is not a new idea
in the field of interaction design. Jakob Nielsen summarized it in 2006: “Progressive disclosure
defers advanced or rarely used features to a secondary screen, making applications easier to
learn and less error-prone.” Applying such a progressive pattern to information ensures that you
use available space in a user interface or on the hardware in the most effective way, consistently
and without redundancy. Applying the pattern well also helps writing teams manage the
complexity of information, providing clear paths to get to more complex or abstract
information.Information that is developed according to principles of progressive disclosure



anticipates users’ questions and provides a way for users to get additional contextual
information when necessary. For example, in an installation wizard, a field might have the label
Application server version, and a user might ask, “Is this the version I’m upgrading from or to?”
Ideally, the label could be changed to clarify which version, or the field could be grouped under a
heading Upgrade from server. If neither is possible, a hover help that explains which application
server is being requested and how to find this information is helpful, but a hover help that says,
“Enter the application server version” is not.If you are used to writing books or help
documentation, think about how you decide where (which book or help system) to deliver certain
information today. Information that you put in an installation guide is not appropriate in an
application development guide. A similar approach is true in user interfaces: different interface
display mechanisms require different types of information.Think of the available programmatic
and textual assistance capabilities in a software or hardware interface as different delivery
mechanisms. You can then use a pattern to map types of content to each mechanism. Because
these delivery mechanisms are much smaller than a book or a web page, the pattern is also at a
different scale. Instead of thinking about the type of content to deliver in a programming guide
versus an installation guide, you think about the type of content to deliver in a field label versus
hover help. Your pattern might look something like this:Table 1.1 Sample pattern for
progressively disclosing information in a web user interfaceThe organization guideline “Separate
contextual information into the appropriate type of embedded assistance” on page 332
describes the pattern in more depth, and the completeness guideline “Apply a pattern for
disclosing information” on page 107 explains how to apply it to your information to ensure
completeness.When you become more adept at creating meaningful and effective embedded
assistance and delivering it progressively, you create a better customer experience and become
a more valuable member of your product team.The technical writer’s role todayOur roles as
technical writers are evolving as quickly as the products that we write information for. Because
we develop embedded assistance, the timing and ways that we work with our extended teams
have changed. We are more involved with product design and user interface development,
which means that we must be involved earlier than ever in the development cycle.As discussed
in “Embedded assistance” on page 4, the separation between product and documentation is an
artificial one, in large part a result of the historic waterfall development processes. The waterfall
development process is made up of specific phases in which each participating team finishes its
work and hands it to the next team. The problem with this process is that downstream teams
have very little chance to change anything that happened upstream. Furthermore, because
documentation is developed close to the end of the cycle, documentation often tries to describe
poor design that can no longer be changed. Too often, technical writers who work in a waterfall
development process must write comprehensive documentation that needs to atone for
unwieldy design.More and more development teams are using an agile development process,
which depends on cross-functional teams working together throughout an iterative development
cycle. Although members of these cross-functional teams all bring their own skills to the team



from their unique disciplines, they are much more likely to look at and contribute to each others’
deliverables so that products are a full team effort. Agile development, as the name implies,
lends itself to making quick changes to product design when necessary.In agile development,
writers have a particularly effective role as the users’ advocate. The Agile Manifesto () values
“individuals and interactions over processes and tools” and “working software over
comprehensive documentation.” Writers who work on a project that follows the agile
development process are critical members of the team throughout the entire process, from the
earliest design phase, before a single line of code is written, to the final fit-and-finish stage. By
participating in the design process in partnership with product developers, usability engineers,
visual designers, and customers, writers can promote clear interaction and wise use of
embedded assistance, thereby reducing or eliminating the likelihood of “papering the product”
with unnecessary documentation.The guidelines in this book describe the characteristics of
quality technical information. However, your role in developing information and, indeed, in
developing the product, is as important as any of the guidelines. Rather than trying to explain
problems with the product design after the fact, focus on fixing real-world problems that users
have.When you develop quality technical information, you are responsible for:• Knowing the
user stories, which are the goals that users need to accomplish by using the product• Being the
users’ advocate, ensuring that the product employs the necessary programmatic assistance and
embedded assistance• Owning the words, whether they are in labels in the user interface, error
messages, or topics that are separate from the productRedefining quality technical
informationQuality is ultimately determined by users. When users have questions and quickly
find the exact information they need, they perceive the product (and the information, though they
don’t distinguish between the two) as being of high quality. In fact, an overwhelming majority of
customers report that information quality both affects their view of the product quality and their
overall product satisfaction. Information quality also has a significant impact on customers’
buying decisions.Almost always, users seek answers to specific questions and don’t want to
read a book from beginning to end to find those answers. Quality information addresses users
where they are, for example, in the user interface. That quality helps them accomplish real goals
rather than forcing them to figure out how to accomplish their goals in the product.Content that
focuses on domain expertise, provided by experts in the field based on their experience and
judgement, is the most highly valued content today. We can already see the beginning of
another technical communication transition toward artificial intelligence, and our role in gathering
real domain expertise for users becomes critical. Think of voice-driven assistance that provides
real-world information about proximity to gas stations with the lowest prices or guidance for how
to choose the right app from an online store. In these situations, the writer is the trusted
colleague or the concierge, directing users to exactly what they need at that moment. Domain
expertise is described in more detail in the concreteness guideline, “Consider the skill level and
needs of users” on page 220.Technical writers must be the users’ advocate throughout the
product development process. Ideally, writers have access to users throughout that process, but



user engagement alone cannot ensure information quality. Writers must apply their own skills
and expertise based on solid research and proven methods.Quality characteristics for technical
information must reflect what users expect and want from the information. Based on comments
from users and on experience in writing and editing technical information, the authors of this
book have found that quality technical information has these characteristics:You can apply the
quality characteristics whether you’re writing a book, a page, a paragraph, a sentence, or a
single word in an interface. The quality technical information model of nine characteristics is
flexible enough to support you as you develop ever smaller chunks of information to address the
changing needs of users.Chapter 2. Developing quality technical informationThe evolution in
technical information isn’t just about delivery formats. It’s also about refining your ability to write
meaningful, quality information.In embedded contexts, when you’re constrained to a few words,
you need to use those words as effectively as possible. How do you develop quality information
with so few words? In short, by following the same techniques you use to write separate
documentation:1. Investigating and understanding:• Users and their skills and knowledge•
Users’ goals, not to be confused with the tasks they do to achieve those goals• Scenarios for
achieving goals• How the product helps users achieve goals• Terms and concepts used in the
industry2. Applying a pattern for progressively disclosing information3. Iteratively writing, testing,
and editing, using the quality guidelines described in this bookIf you’re sensing a theme in this
summary, you’ve probably noticed how much of the work is background investigation and
thinking and how little is writing. When this work is done well, you often spend more time thinking
and investigating than writing and more time editing and revising than writing new content. As
Blaise Pascal famously said, “I have made this [letter] longer than usual because I have not had
time to make it shorter.”Preparing to write: understanding users, goals, and product tasksBefore
you write anything, you must understand your users: their skill levels, their challenges, and their
environment.When you write information, you need to build on the users’ knowledge and speak
the users’ language while also considering the needs of people with disabilities (including
limited vision, mobility, or attention), an aging population, nonnative language speakers, and
others with learning challenges. You can observe users as they work, interview them, or survey a
set of users to better understand them, their goals, and the tasks they undertake to achieve
those goals.The results of goal and task analysis can help you understand:• What goals users
are trying to achieve• What tasks they do to achieve their goals• Which tasks they complete
outside of your product or tool• Which tasks are most important• Which tasks they spend the
most time on• Which tasks they struggle most with• Which tasks are most tedious or most trivial•
When and where users typically need information• What type of information users needWhen
you understand more about users and their goals, you can more easily contribute to the design
of a meaningful, task-oriented product with well-crafted embedded assistance and supporting
information.Note the emphasis on goals, which are not to be confused with tasks. Goals are
almost never product-focused, as they reflect a need in the real world. Tasks are the activities
users do—some of which might be in different products or not in a product at all—to achieve



their goals.An example of this distinction is evident when you consider the chore of doing your
taxes. Your goal is to accurately calculate your tax and submit your return on time to get the
biggest possible refund and avoid penalties. You accomplish this goal by completing a series of
tasks:1. Calculate your taxes. You can use a variety of tools and methods to calculate your taxes,
including a pencil and paper or a software program, or, if you are particularly averse to doing
your own taxes, by hiring someone to do it for you.2. Send your return. You can send your tax
return by using different methods, including walking or driving a paper envelope to the post
office or submitting electronically.3. Pay your tax or receive a refund. You can pay your tax or get
your refund electronically or as a paper check.To work well, any software that aids in tax
preparation must be oriented around the overall goal, recognize the different ways to do different
tasks, and provide relevant information about the tasks that don’t occur inside the software, such
as taking the return physically to the post office. By grounding information in the real-world goals
of users, writers can determine what information to write (tips for getting a bigger refund based
on the data that users enter) and what information is extraneous and can be deleted (how to
properly format currency values).Writing and rewritingAs with other kinds of writing, quality
technical writing is the result of a process of refinement. When you first write about a subject,
just getting your thoughts on the screen or paper might be enough of a challenge. Striving at that
point for quality characteristics such as retrievability and style might be more inhibiting than
helpful.Eventually, as you develop the information, the guidelines for all of the quality
characteristics should come into play. Many of them need frequent consideration.Planning what
to write for different stages of product useJust as you emphasize different characteristics at
different times in your writing process, users benefit from different characteristics at different
times during their stages of product use. If you think about where users of your planned
documentation are in their product usage, you can see how much to emphasize different
characteristics, for example:• When they evaluate a product, users focus on visual effectiveness
and style because these characteristics give the product appeal.• When they learn about a new
product, users lean on task orientation, organization, clarity, concreteness, and visual
effectiveness because these characteristics help users conceptualize their goals within the
product context.• When they use the product, users value task orientation, retrievability,
accuracy, concreteness, and completeness because these characteristics ensure that users get
the right information at the right time.Deciding exactly what to writeYou might not have the same
expertise as many users, for example, IT administrators, but if you write about something that is
new to you, pay close attention to your own questions as you learn about the subject. Your
questions can help you identify the information to write. For example, in a user interface with a
field labeled Database name, what questions might you ask? Perhaps: “Which database?”
“Where can I find the name?” Validate your questions and answers with typical users or with
those on your team who know more about the users than you do.The information that you write
might need to serve both novices and experienced users. (Remember, however, that users
move from novice to some level of competency with most products fairly quickly, so you need to



ensure that you write to the majority of your audience rather than only to novices.) Although all of
the guidelines in this book are centered on users as the reference point for decisions about what
to write and how to write it, the following three sections describe how to address multiple
audiences:• The task orientation guideline, “Write for the intended audience” on page 25• The
concreteness guideline, “Consider the skill level and needs of users” on page 220• The
completeness guideline, “Cover each subject in only as much detail as users need” on page
123Starting to writeWhen you write topics and other content that is delivered outside the
product, you still need not concentrate on achieving all of the quality characteristics at the same
time. Depending on your approach and where you are in the development cycle, you’ll focus on
some of the characteristics more than others:• When you write an outline, you probably need to
keep in mind the guidelines for task orientation, organization, and completeness.• When you
write first drafts of topics or individual pieces of embedded assistance, the guidelines for
accuracy, concreteness, and clarity take precedence.• When you write new topics for an existing
deliverable:– Review the organization to ensure that your new topics fit well into the existing
structure and if not, change the structure. You need to be willing to completely reorganize or
discard material that no longer works. Each time you update information, it should still read as
smoothly and make sense when progressively disclosed from the user interface, as if it were all
written at the same time.– Review the existing retrievability structures (index, tables of contents,
keywords) to see how to apply these to your new material.• When you have decided where to
insert new content and are ready to write it, you apply guidelines for accuracy, concreteness,
clarity, style, and visual effectiveness.Refining what you writeThroughout the writing process,
you refine what you’ve written by applying the characteristics, by incorporating review comments
from users, developers, testers, and editors, by adding new material as product function
changes, and by reading what you’ve written.When you work on user interface labels and text,
you refine your writing at a much lower level—on individual terms and how they fit together.
Here, you must carefully select terms that make sense in the industry or to a specific set of
users. You might select a metaphor with an associated set of terms. The desktop, for example, is
a metaphor that has been used in most user interfaces since the early days of personal
computers. The desktop metaphor incorporates the idea of documents in folders. Often in
software development, you select a metaphor but discover that the metaphor won’t work or that
the terms are too broad or too narrow to work in all cases. As a result you might need to
exchange the metaphor for a new one. Applying clarity guidelines is key to selecting good
terminology.Chapter 12, “Applying more than one quality characteristic,” on page 487 follows
several typical documentation scenarios and shows how you would apply the characteristics
throughout the writing process.Reviewing, testing, and evaluating technical informationUsers are
your most essential reviewers. Agile development in particular incorporates frequent user testing
to ensure that the product is meeting users’ needs. Assistance, whether embedded or not, is a
key part of this testing. Getting early feedback about terminology selections and where users
need more assistance is essential to developing quality information. If customers aren’t available



to test, you can ask colleagues to test your information.At the end of each of the quality
characteristic chapters is a checklist of the problems to look for concerning each guideline. You
can use the checklists to have users or your colleagues test what you have written. You can also
use the checklists when you evaluate what someone else has written or to assess your own
writing.These individual checklists are gathered into one checklist in Appendix A, “Quality
checklist,” on page 545. You can put your findings from the individual checklists into this
summary checklist to get an overall picture.All of the checklists provide columns where you can
give a numerical evaluation (from 1 to 5) based on the number and kinds of problems that you
find. These numerical evaluations can help you see the areas that most need revising.The major
revision cycles in the process of developing technical information probably result from reviews
by other people who are involved in the project, such as developers, designers, editors, usability
engineers, users, and marketing professionals. You can use the checklist for the quality
characteristics in Appendix B, “Who checks which characteristics?,” on page 549 to help ensure
that the different types of reviewers evaluate the appropriate quality characteristics.Even after
you publish information or release a product, you can continue to get feedback, including instant
feedback. By incorporating social media commenting and rating capabilities into information
delivery mechanisms, you can make it easy for your users to give you ongoing
feedback.Chapter 13, “Reviewing, testing, and evaluting technical information,” on page 515
describes various methods for internal and external testing, reviewing, and evaluating
information.Part 2: Easy to useUsers access technical information to accomplish a goal, which
typically involves doing one or more tasks. Technical information should make it easy for users to
successfully achieve their goals. It should be trustworthy. Users should have all of the
information they need without being overloaded with extraneous information.Chapter 3. Task
orientationWrite for the intended audiencePresent information from the users’ point of
viewFocus on users’ goalsIdentify tasks that support users’ goalsWrite user-oriented task topics,
not function-oriented task topicsAvoid an unnecessary focus on product featuresIndicate a
practical reason for informationProvide clear, step-by-step instructionsMake each step a clear
action for users to takeGroup steps for usabilityClearly identify steps that are optional or
conditionalTask orientation checklistChapter 4. AccuracyResearch before you writeVerify the
information that you writeMaintain information currencyKeep up with technical changesAvoid
writing information that will become outdatedMaintain consistency in all information about a
subjectReuse information when possibleAvoid introducing inconsistenciesUse tools that
automate checking for accuracyAccuracy checklistChapter 5. CompletenessMake user
interfaces self-documentingApply a pattern for disclosing informationCover all subjects that
support users’ goals and only those subjectsCreate an outline or topic modelInclude only
information based on user goalsMake sure concepts and reference topics support the
goalsCover each subject in only as much detail as users needProvide appropriate detail for your
users and their experience levelInclude enough informationInclude only necessary
informationRepeat information only when users will benefit from itCompleteness



checklistChapter 3. Task orientationDon’t tell me how it works; tell me how to use it.—An IBM
customerTask orientation is a focus on users’ goals and the tasks that support those goals. You
rarely help your users when you tell them only how a product works or how it is structured. Your
users have a job to do, so they need practical information that helps them understand and
complete their tasks.If your goal is to put your child’s bicycle together the night before his
birthday, you don’t want to learn about how sturdy the tires are or what materials were used to
make them. You want the steps to get from a box of pieces to an assembled bike in as little time
as possible.Task orientation applies well beyond step-based, procedural information. The text in
user interfaces, such as in labels and error messages, and the text in concept and reference
topics also need to be written from the perspective of your users’ goals. Task-oriented writing
keeps users “on task.”To make information task oriented, follow these guidelines:Write for the
intended audiencePresent information from the users’ point of viewFocus on users’
goalsIndicate a practical reason for informationProvide clear, step-by-step instructionsWrite for
the intended audienceWhen you plan what information to write, be sure that you have a clear
understanding of your audience. For example, if you are writing for system architects, you might
include only high-level tasks, such as evaluating and planning, or a high-level view of other
tasks. Similarly, if you are writing for end users, avoid tasks that are appropriate for product
administrators and focus on the tasks that end users do.Be sure that the information that you
include in your topics and embedded assistance is relevant to the needs of your audience. For
example, your product might have a powerful data analytics system, but a description of that
system is of little interest to the person who is installing one of the product components on a
client.The following simple task is explained in detail. However, users who want to customize
settings are experienced users and therefore do not need help performing simple tasks. This
information will frustrate all but the most patient experienced users.Original1. Open the
directory.2. Click the infodir folder.3. Right-click the settings.def file and select Edit from the
menu.4. Change the settings that you want in the file.5. Click File > Save to save the file.6. Click
File > Close to close the editor.RevisionTo customize your settings, edit the infodir/settings.def
file.In the revision, the task is handled much more simply. The revision quickly provides users
with the information that they need because it is written for the skill level of the audience.If you
don’t understand your audience, then you won’t know what kind of assistance to provide for the
user interface. Embedded assistance is useless if it is directed at the wrong audience, and in
some cases it can be misleading. The text in the second paragraph of the following error
message for a bank website is not meant for bank customers:OriginalThe second paragraph
should never be viewed by the bank customers, who have no knowledge of a database and no
interest in contacting a database administrator to troubleshoot an error with the website. Bank
customers might also be concerned to read that transactions are rolling back if the customers
assume that the transactions that are mentioned in the error message are bank transactions and
not database transactions.RevisionThe revised error message tells the bank customers only
what they need to know.Present information from the users’ point of viewWriting information from



the users’ point of view brings users into the story so that they understand how information
relates to them. Such information is predominantly written in second person and uses active
voice. It also uses verbs that denote actions that users do as opposed to actions that the product
does.The following passage leaves users out of the story altogether:OriginalSubsequent
installation of the HIGS feature allows InfoProduct to run unattended.The original passage is
indefinite about who does the action and why. Users can’t tell how the information in the original
passage pertains to them.RevisionIf you want to run InfoProduct unattended, you must install
the HIGS feature. You can install the HIGS feature after you install InfoProduct.The revision adds
users to the story and explains what they need to do to run the product unattended. Notice that
improving the task orientation also improves the clarity of the passage.The following text is
shown at the top of a list of recommendations that energy customers receive after they run tools
to assess their home energy consumption:OriginalThe original text wastes customers’ time
because it provides information about prerequisite steps that customers already completed. It
even mentions checking whether the company technicians installed the meter correctly, which is
hardly something energy customers are qualified to do.RevisionThe revised text presents only
information that makes sense based on the customers’ position in the task. In addition, some
descriptive text about the order of recommendations is removed because it describes what
customers can already see.If you use the product, you will have a better idea of the point of view
of your users, and you can present targeted embedded assistance. You might find places where
it would help to add an example below a field, where an error message could include actions for
users to complete, or where a label could be more specific. You might also find places in the
product where programmatic assistance could reduce work for users.In the following window,
some of the text in the hover help is presented from the point of view of someone who is coding
the product, not of someone who is using the product:OriginalThe original hover help for the
Database user ID field contains information about how many characters user IDs can contain.
However, users are being asked to enter an existing user ID for a database. Obviously, an
existing user ID already follows the character restrictions for the operating system. The
information about character restrictions is presented from the point of view of the product
developer, who needs to know how many characters to expect in the field.RevisionIn the
revision, the information that users do not need is removed. Users are no longer provided with
the unnecessary reminder about character restrictions.Error messages should be written
specifically to accommodate users’ situations. When you work with your product, make some
mistakes on purpose to see whether the error messages are presented from the users’ point of
view. Not all error messages can be found by working with the product, so you also need to
review your product’s error strings and do some investigating.The following error message is
vague and is not written from the perspective of users:OriginalYou can fix terse and unhelpful
messages such as this one by doing some investigating. Determine what task users are trying to
do, what reasons might cause the error, and how users can fix this problem.RevisionThe
revision looks like a completely different message. If you take the time to learn the real reason



that the product is unable to find the database, you can provide a much more useful error
message. In this case, users don’t care that the product can’t find the database. The mapping of
the workload to the database is in the wrong format. From the users’ perspective, the problem
can be solved by updating the mappings for the workload, and that’s all users need to
know.Focus on users’ goalsIt’s relatively easy to write about the details of a product, such as
menu choices or report types, or to describe the simplest tasks for a product, such as logging in
or changing preferences. However, if a task is easy to understand and describe, the
documentation for that task is probably not very helpful to your users. You make the most impact
if you ignore the easy details and simple tasks and focus on what matters most to your users—
their goals.Goals are not the same as tasks. A goal is an outcome that users want, and a task is
an activity that users do. Achieving a goal generally involves doing multiple tasks. For example,
users who log in to a dating website have a goal of finding a compatible person to date. These
users might need to do many tasks on the website to reach their goal, such as creating a profile,
reading through profiles of suggested matches, and making plans to meet. Users might also
need to do some tasks outside the website, such as getting a haircut and finding the perfect
photo to upload.One way to ensure that your information is focused on goals is to base your
information on scenarios. As explained in the concreteness guideline “Use scenarios to illustrate
tasks and to provide overviews,” a scenario is a story, often in the form of a high-level task, that
shows how a product contributes to solving a business problem. Scenarios typically present a
narrative of how a problem is solved in a real setting. They are commonly used in marketing or
overview information but can also be used in tutorials or in place of examples.Scenario-based
information is information that is designed and written to support users’ progress through
scenarios to achieve goals. When you write scenario-based information, instead of thinking of a
scenario as one topic that you write, you think of a scenario as the basis for everything that you
write. You identify the key goals for users of the product, and then for each goal, you create a
scenario, or path, for how users will accomplish the goal.Know the goals of your users and follow
the path through the products yourself. You might use multiple components or other products to
complete the scenario. The path might involve several large, medium, and small tasks, and you
need to learn how to do all of them. By following the path yourself, you can ensure that the
embedded assistance is clear and supports the goal, and you can learn and document the
necessary steps to get users from the beginning of the scenario to the end.If you encounter any
obstacles in the scenario, work with the design and development teams to address the problems
before they become obstacles for users. You can improve the user experience through the
scenario in these areas:Product designUse your findings to ensure that the product design
supports the path through the scenarios. For example, you might suggest wizards, welcome
page content, or links to ensure that the path to start each key scenario is clear.Product
integrationLook for ways to improve the integration between the products that are involved in the
scenario. For example, because you know the point in the scenario when users will start to use
another product, provide a link to open that product or provide a message to tell them how to



start the other product and what to do. Look for opportunities to share information such as user
names or account numbers between related products so that users don’t need to provide details
twice.To focus on users’ goals, follow these guidelines:Identify tasks that support users’
goalsWrite user-oriented task topics, not function-oriented task topicsAvoid an unnecessary
focus on product featuresIdentify tasks that support users’ goalsAlthough users can probably do
many tasks with your product, be sure that you provide sufficient embedded assistance and
documentation for the tasks that support your users’ goals. To identify the tasks that are
associated with a goal, start with a high-level task that corresponds to the goal. For example, for
the goal of securing company data, use “Securing company data” as the high-level task in your
topic model. Divide the high-level task into groups of lower-level tasks that support the goal,
such as setting up user access and setting up firewalls. Each of these tasks might also be
divided into still lower-level tasks until you have an organized list of tasks in your model.Each
task in your model should be discrete and therefore make sense by itself to users. For example,
creating an account for a retail website is a discrete task that makes sense for users to do. The
action of selecting a user ID and password might be a step of a task, but it is not a task on its
own.Carefully consider the list of tasks in your model to determine which tasks users can do
easily and which tasks you need to document in task topics. If you have good embedded
assistance, many tasks will not need topics that provide step-level information. In addition,
embedded assistance might replace the need to provide extra steps in the task topics that you
do write.If you are writing scenario-based information, you focus only on the tasks in the model
that are part of the scenario path to achieve the goal. Although many tasks might support the
goal or be related to the goal, you keep only the tasks that are part of the scenario in your
model.For the goal of creating a photo book, you might identify a scenario in which an existing
user creates a project, uploads photos, plays with options for backgrounds, captions, and photo
placement, and then orders a printed copy of the book. The following table shows some tasks
that users might do when they create a photo book. Notice that a few of the tasks are not part of
this particular scenario.Table 3.1 Tasks associated with a goal of creating a photo bookFor a
scenario-based model, the tasks that are not associated with the scenario are removed from the
model. In this case, only one high-level task topic was needed. The high-level task topic will
probably have a step for each row of the table that is part of the scenario. The tasks in these
rows rely on effective embedded assistance and so can be done by users without the need to
read additional topics. Therefore, the high-level task in this case will have steps but not child task
topics.Write user-oriented task topics, not function-oriented task topicsAny task topic that you
do write should be written from a perspective that users can relate to. A user-oriented task is a
task that users want to perform regardless of whether they are using your product to do it. In
contrast, tasks that are about using the product, service, or technology are function-oriented
tasks.Examples of task topics that are function oriented and corresponding task topics that are
user oriented are shown in the following table:When you work on a product for months, you
might forget that users’ tasks are not necessarily the same as product functions. Ensure that



each task topic that you plan to write is user oriented, not function oriented. Tasks that start with
“Using” or “Working with” are probably function oriented.The following topic has a list of links to
low-level task topics about all of the minor actions that users can take with an object in the
product:Working with triggersYou use triggers to automatically monitor the critical processes in
your enterprise. The product polls for records that meet the criteria for the trigger. If a match is
found, the appropriate action is taken.Creating triggersYou create a trigger to monitor time-
sensitive records that could require action.Validating triggersYou must validate a trigger record
before you can activate it.Activating triggersYou can activate a trigger record that has at least
one trigger point and one action defined for each trigger point.Modifying triggersYou can change
existing triggers.Copying triggersYou can copy an existing trigger to create a similar
trigger.Deactivating triggersYou deactivate a trigger record to modify the trigger.Deleting
triggersYou can delete triggers with the Delete button.Parent topic: Administering InfoTriggerThis
list of task topics assumes that users want detailed steps for all the actions they might take for a
trigger or that users are examining the interface and wondering what each option does. This type
of information might be appropriate in embedded assistance, but it’s not appropriate for task
topics. Focusing the task topics on the triggers makes the topics function oriented. A user-
oriented task topic would explain how to set up automatic monitoring for critical processes, and it
would mention triggers but would not be about triggers.Many products are designed or
assembled one object or function at a time rather than around user scenarios. If the information
is also written or assembled by object or function, then it’s easy to end up writing tasks from the
perspective of the function, widget, utility, or command and lose sight of users’ goals. In addition,
because function-oriented content can be much easier to write than user-oriented, goal-focused
content, the user-oriented tasks are often not written at all, and users are left to figure out how to
achieve their goals on their own.In the following task topic, the task is described in product-
specific terms:OriginalUsing the Infolnstaller toolInfolnstaller is a tool that you use to install
InfoProduct. Using the Infolnstaller tool to install InfoProduct takes about 20 minutes.To use the
Infolnstaller tool:1. Open the Infolnstaller tool by entering infoinst at the command line.2.
Complete the Infolnstaller window by specifying the installation parameters. When you click OK,
Infolnstaller installs InfoProduct.The original topic title and content assume that users
understand the task in terms of the tool that they need to use to do the task. Although some
users might know what the InfoInstaller tool is, all users know what installation
is.RevisionInstalling InfoProductInstalling InfoProduct takes about 20 minutes.To install
InfoProduct:1. Enter infoinst at the command line to open the Infolnstaller window.2. Follow the
prompts to specify the installation options for your computer and then click OK to install
InfoProduct.The revised introduction and steps separate the task from the tool so that users can
relate to the real task of installing the product instead of to the tool that they are using.You also
need to be sure that the task topics that you plan to write really address the goals or needs of
users. The title of the following topic makes it look like a user-oriented task, but the task is
presented in terms of getting to the window that is used to do the task:OriginalAnalyzing an



access planYou can view a visual representation of the access plan for your query to see how
the database accesses the data that it needs for the query.1. Select a query to analyze the
access plan for.2. Click Show > Access plan.3. View the graph in the Access Plan Graph window
that opens and optimize the access plan as needed.If you want to view the plan for another
query, go back and select another query.The original topic has a title that sounds like a task, but
the steps show users how to get to the product window and then stop as if the task ends as soon
as users get to the window. The topic never explains how to do the task of analyzing the access
plan. Imagine how frustrated users will be when they are faced with a big task but find that the
only documentation tells them what they already know. The final sentence is especially useless.
Why would users care about starting over if they haven’t learned how to do their task in the first
place?RevisionAnalyzing an access planYou can use a visual representation of the access plan
for your query to see how the database accesses the data that it needs for the query. You can
look for ways to improve the access plan to shorten query response time.1. Open the access
plan for the query:a. Select a query to analyze the access plan for.b. Click Show > Access
plan.2. Look for ways to improve performance by reviewing the nodes in the access plan:•
Double-click each table object in the graph to see if any tables have old or missing statistics. If
you see the word “Default,” then the statistics do not exist and need to be created. Tables are the
rectangular objects at the end of each branch.• Look for tables that are accessed with table
scans instead of index scans. Table scans are mauve, and index scans are light yellow. Table
scans generally take longer than index scans and could indicate the need for an index or that
any existing indexes are ineffective.• Identify other nodes where the query is consuming the
most resources. Typically, you need to review and so on...The revised task topic, while still
explaining how to access the correct window, focuses more on the users’ actual task. The title is
the same, but now the title accurately reflects the content, which supports users’ needs, not just
their path in the interface.By presenting the information from the perspective of tasks that users
recognize and want to perform, you make the information more relevant to users.Avoid an
unnecessary focus on product featuresContent that is based on users’ goals and tasks is about
what users want to do, whereas content that is based on features is about what the product can
do. Not all features need documentation, and further, many products have features that few or no
users ever use.Don’t let unnecessary feature-focused content creep into your embedded
assistance and topics. As you write, be careful not to “paper the product,” which means be
careful not to document everything a product can do or every object in a product. You will only
end up with a lot of content that users don’t want and don’t need.In the following welcome page,
the descriptions under each key task include nearly everything the product can do:OriginalIn the
original welcome page, users who are getting started are seeing an overly comprehensive list of
tasks and features that they don’t want to think about right now.RevisionIn the revised welcome
page, users can get started down one of three paths, and they don’t have to read about all of the
features that they might, but probably won’t, use in due course as they work on their tax
returns.Maintain your focus on goals and avoid the temptation to document every feature,



component, and restriction of a product. If your product has basic features that are familiar to
most of your users, such as print buttons, report options, or export options, then provide only
necessary embedded assistance. These features are usually extraneous to users’ goals, and
users can get the information they need from the interface.Suppose that a product introduces a
new window for setting preferences so that users can change colors and defaults for their
display. A common documentation mistake is to mention a new feature everywhere it might be of
interest; in this case, that might be as a note in every task topic that mentions steps that are
done in the user interface. However, common sense suggests that users do not want to stop in
the middle of their tasks to go play with the colors of windows.A better approach is to ensure that
the feature is easy to use and that embedded assistance for the feature is available if necessary.
Then, reference that feature in the documentation only when it is a required part of a user-
oriented task. A feature such as a preferences window will likely not need to be referenced at all
except perhaps in a “What’s new” section that is separate from the goal-oriented task
documentation.When you add embedded assistance for a feature, make sure that the
assistance is needed and supports the task that users are doing. The following hover help for a
distribution bar chart explains how to change colors on the bar chart:OriginalThe hover help is
not wrong, but it is about a feature rather than the users’ task.RevisionIn the revision, the hover
help is focused on the task the users are doing when they see the bar chart. Users want to
understand and troubleshoot their workload performance, and so the hover help explains what
the bars show with respect to performance. In this case, the hover help does not tell users how
to do the task, but it does provide information that supports the task.For task topics, keep your
steps focused on the actual user-oriented task. Tasks that try to mention features where they
don’t belong can be easy to spot because they often contain notes or tips or have more detail
than is required for a straightforward step.Avoid littering task steps with feature “advertisements”
unless the features are especially helpful to users as part of the task. Apply a minimalist
approach as discussed in the completeness guideline “Cover each subject in just as much detail
as users need.”The following task topic is about a user-oriented task, but unnecessary details
about features are mixed in with the steps of the task:OriginalRecording a conference call1. Start
the online meeting as you normally would with your conference ID and moderator PIN.2. Turn on
your computer speakers.3. Click Record in the online meeting and then enter the phone
conference number and passcode in the dialog that opens. Do not add a 1 to the beginning of
the phone number.Tip: After you record a conference successfully, this information persists in
future sessions.You will hear a beep when the recording line joins the audio conference. The
beep is an mp3 file that you can change based on your preferences. Several additional beep
sounds are available in the sounds directory of the main folder.4. Turn off your computer
speakers after you hear the beep.5. Click Start Recording.6. Share your screen. After you start
sharing your own screen, you can hand over control of the presentation to one or more
participants just like you normally do. The options are Make Presenter or Stop Sharing.7.
Optional: Click Pause as needed.8. Optional: You can also restart the recording to delete all



previous content by clicking Reset.9. If you need to recover content that was reset, submit a
request within 12 hours with the InfoCompany portal.10. When the call ends, go to your
InfoCompany portal and click Recordings for a list of your recordings. You can send the link to
other team members. You can also delete the recording or edit it with the tools in the
portal.Because most users who are recording conference calls are trying to start a meeting, they
are not interested in how to change the sounds of the beeps. In addition, steps 7, 8, and 9 in the
original task topic are not part of the task. These steps only clutter the procedure by mentioning
features that users might use. If you document every feature like this, your tasks will become
unwieldy, and focus will shift away from the information that users really need.RevisionRecording
a conference call1. Start the online meeting as you normally would with your conference ID and
moderator PIN.2. Turn on your computer speakers.3. Click Record in the online meeting and
then enter the phone conference number and passcode in the dialog that opens. Do not add a 1
to the beginning of the phone number.4. After the recording line joins the audio conference (with
an audible beep), turn off your computer speakers.5. Click Start Recording.6. Share your screen.
After you start sharing your own screen, you can hand over control of the presentation to one or
more participants just like you normally do.7. When the call ends, go to your InfoCompany portal
and click Recordings for a list of your recordings. You can send the link to other team
members.The revision shows the real steps of the task. Users can start their conference call and
move on.Placing too much focus on features can make your content unnecessarily long or, in
some cases, can result in topics or embedded assistance that users don’t need at all. Feature
information that probably does not need to creep into your content includes:• Explaining how to
delete something that users just created• Explaining how to edit something that users just
created• Explaining how to undo something that users just did• Explaining additional ways to do
something that users just did• Detailed instructions for logging on• Detailed instructions for
changing settings• Explaining how to use an obvious feature, like a print buttonAlthough “Focus
on user goals” is a task orientation guideline, the outcome is closely related to the completeness
of your information. Focusing on goals and following scenarios helps you to ensure that your
embedded assistance and user interface support users’ goals and that your documentation is
streamlined to give users what they need.Indicate a practical reason for informationGiving users
the information that they need to reach their goals is only part of task-oriented writing. Users
need to understand why you are giving the information to them—how it is relevant to their
task.Users should never wonder, “But why are you telling me this?” Users need a practical
reason for the information. For example, to state that the records in a file have a certain size
might leave users wondering, “So what?” However, if you tell them that they must build a
collection to hold the file and that the record size affects the way that they do this task, then they
can understand why you are telling them about record size.At first glance, the following sentence
appears to be only descriptive and to have no practical application:OriginalThe BW_Mapping
table in the Data_LM directory contains warning messages that are issued by the web server
when you submit a request.RevisionIf the request does not process as expected, check the



BW_Mapping table to see whether the web server issued any warning messages. The
BW_Mapping table is in the Data_LM directory.Users might glance at the original sentence and
move on because it doesn’t seem relevant. The revised sentence relates the information to the
task of troubleshooting a request so that users understand why the information is significant.The
purpose that information serves must be apparent. In many cases, simply stating the facts can
seem puzzling if you don’t indicate what significance the facts have, as shown in the following
passage:OriginalIf the NORES option is used, the routines are link-edited as part of the load
module. If the RES option is used, the routines are loaded separately.RevisionUse the NORES
option when you have sufficient space for routines to be linkedited as part of your load module.
Use the RES option to save space by loading the routines only when you need them.The original
passage explains what the options do, but it does not relate that information to the users’ task of
deciding which option to use. In the revision, the facts are restated so that users understand
when to use which option.The text for the following choices provides general facts about each
data collection method:OriginalDetails are provided about each method, but the details are not
presented in a way that helps users make a choice. Because the details about the configuration
parameters and agent might not help at all, they are of no use to users here. In addition, the
details for the deprecated method do not clearly imply that the method is
suboptimal.RevisionThe revision provides details that help users with the task of choosing which
method to use. The information about large volumes of data is now phrased in terms of storage
needs so that users understand the implications of choosing the deprecated method.Provide
only the details that users care about. Details that help users complete a task or that explain why
users want to do a task are especially valuable to users, but this kind of information can be
difficult to obtain. Consult with users, technical experts, or domain experts to ensure that you are
providing useful facts and explanations.Provide clear, step-by-step instructionsMost tasks
contain steps. Occasionally, a task has only one step and can be described in a paragraph, but
most tasks are performed as a series of ordered steps. Task orientation extends from the
highest-level goal down to the lowest-level step. Any step that is not clear or not ordered
correctly can cause your users to make mistakes and be unable to complete a task.When you
write task information, you are usually in a position to notice usability problems and suggest
product improvements. For example, you might identify cumbersome steps that can be
streamlined or avoided or steps where users are repeating actions that they’ve already
performed (such as typing a long serial number in more than one window). If you have difficulty
documenting a task, consider whether there might be a problem with the way that the product is
designed. Keep the needs and interests of your users in mind as you write; there is no such thing
as a product that is too usable. When products are designed for usability, users need to rely less
on low-level step information.Low-level step information refers to information that includes each
minor action that users take. At the lowest level, each click requires its own step, and all fields,
keystrokes, clicks, or taps are mentioned regardless of how obvious they are. If you spend a
good deal of your writing time documenting which buttons to click, you are probably not



providing much value to users.Steps such as “Specify today’s date in the field” are generally too
low level for most users, whereas steps such as “Complete the form” are at a more sensible
level. Lower step levels require more resources to write and test. In addition, steps at the lowest
level generally become out of date quickly.The following table shows some possible levels of
step information from the highest to the lowest:Table 3.2 Example progressions from highest-
level to lowest-level stepsIn a task, some low-level steps can be useful to give users markers to
verify that they are on track. In general, however, try to write steps at the highest level that will
work for your users. If the product is designed well and has good embedded assistance, the low-
level instructions about where to click won’t be needed, and you can devote more time to writing
task topics with higher-level steps. Higher-level steps give users a better understanding of what
they are doing in the context of a task or goal and help make the flow of a task or set of tasks
clear.Organize the steps in each task topic from your users’ perspective. For each task that you
write, consider the following questions:• Is every step really an action?• Where does each step
start and end?• Are some steps subordinate to others?• Could some substeps really be
subtasks?• Which steps are optional?• Which steps are conditional?The following guidelines
can help you provide clear, step-by-step instructions:Make each step a clear action for users to
takeGroup steps for usabilityClearly identify steps that are optional or conditionalMake each
step a clear action for users to takeEach step should correspond to an action (high level or low
level) that users perform. Tasks do not discuss interactions between users and the product;
tasks list only the actions that users do to complete their task.A step isn’t really a step unless it
has an action for users to do. In the following set of steps, one item has no user action:Original1.
Submit your application.2. Applications are evaluated in the order received.3. After a few days,
check your portal to view the status of the application.In the original set of steps, step 2
describes how a process works but is not a user action.Revision1. Submit your application.2.
After a few days, check your portal to view the status of the application. Applications are
evaluated in the order received, and responses can take from 3 to 10 days depending on the
number of applications.In the revision, step 2 is combined with step 3 because the original step
2 provided details to help users understand step 3, but it was not a separate step for users to
take.To give clear direction to users, include an imperative verb (a verb that instructs users to
take an action) in the first sentence of every step.When you make style decisions for your
information, you might pick a specific way to phrase step-level information. For example, you
might choose to set the context for your users before stating the action, as in “In the first column
of the table, type the date.” An alternative is to state the user action before setting the context, as
in “Type the date in the first column of the table.” Both approaches include the imperative verb in
the first sentence of the step.Some actions are trickier than others to make into imperative
steps.Original1. Run the update program.2. Start the sample web service.3. The error should no
longer occur.• If the error occurs, repeat step 1 for each module.• If there are no errors, go to
step 4.4. Run the InfoVerify tool to check for viruses.Step 3 of the original set of steps breaks the
rule of including an imperative verb in the first sentence of every step. Step 3 is not a



step.Revision1. Run the update program.2. Start the sample web service and check for errors.3.
If an error occurs, repeat step 1 for each module.4. Run the InfoVerify tool to check for viruses.In
the revision, step 3 includes an imperative verb and is easier to follow.Ensure that the imperative
verb that you use conveys a real action. The action should make sense with respect to the task
and not be overly generic. For example, a step that says “Run the following three commands in
order” is imperative, but it would be more meaningful if it related the action to the purpose of the
task. A more helpful phrasing might be “Set up the server by running the following three
commands in order.” Both approaches use an imperative verb, but the second approach is more
task oriented because it gives a purpose to the step.The following steps use imperative verbs,
but one of them is not very task oriented:Original1. Configure the server to collect data from
application clients.2. For each application, follow these steps:a. Install the extended client
software.b. Open two port numbers between 60000 and 65000.3. On the server, run the
Summary report to verify that data is being collected for each client.Step 2 in the original task
uses follow as the imperative verb, which gives no indication of what the purpose of the step is
going to be.Revision1. Configure the server to collect data from application clients.2. For each
application, configure the client to send data to the server:a. Install the extended client
software.b. Open two port numbers between 60000 and 65000.3. On the server, run the
Summary report to verify that data is being collected for each client.In the revision, step 2 gives
an action that indicates the purpose of the step.Group steps for usabilityGroup steps to help
users relate to the task. If you instruct users to do one action or click after another, then another,
then another, the task can become mind-numbingly obscure. If you can group minor steps
together into a larger step, users can think of the steps in relation to the task that they are
completing.For example, instead of interpreting the steps as “First I click here, then I fill out that
field, then I click over there, then I select an item from a list here,” users can more easily grasp
steps in terms such as “First I set my preferences, and then I specify the server information.” In
this way, you not only help users relate to the steps that they are doing, you also streamline the
steps and make each step easier for users to find.The following steps are in the correct order,
but they don’t correspond to the way that the users think about the task:OriginalTo add a setting
to your profile:1. Select the profile object that you want.2. Right-click and select Properties from
the menu.3. In the Properties window, find the name and path of the profile file.4. Close the
Properties window.5. Open your profile in a text editor.6. Add the setting to your profile file in the
settings section.7. Save the profile file.8. Run the profile command with the -file yourProfileName
option.9. Restart the web browser.The original set of steps gives each step the same weight.
Trivial clicks, such as closing a window, are treated in the same way as steps that are more
significant, such as running the command. The original set of steps ignores the relationship of
each step to its surrounding steps.RevisionTo add a setting to your profile:1. Find the name of
the profile that you need:a. Right-click and select Properties from the menu.b. In the Properties
window, find the name and path of the profile file.2. Update the profile with the new setting:a.
Open your profile in a text editor.b. Add the setting to your profile file in the settings section.3.



Run the profile command with the -file yourProfileName option4. Restart the web browser.The
revised set of steps shows the relationships of some of the steps to each other and shows how
they make up the two higher-level steps: finding the name of the file and updating the file. The
revised set of steps also downplays some of the trivial steps by merging them or omitting them.
Where the original set of steps shows a linear progression of one action or click after another,
the revised set of steps shows what each step accomplishes toward completing the whole task.
Also, by combining the steps into higher-level steps, the revision reduces the number of
steps.Unordered, or bulleted, lists provide another way to subordinate information or actions in
steps. Use unordered lists only for steps that are not sequential, and be sure that unordered lists
support the flow of the task.The following steps use unordered lists to try to get both new users
and returning users through the same path:OriginalTo change the amount of your loan:1. Log in
to your student portal and review your loan information.2. Choose the option to modify your loan
and complete the fields and submit the changes:• If you have a signature PIN, click Submit and
specify your PIN.• If you do not yet have a signature PIN, click Save Only. You will need to return
to this page when you have your PIN. If you do not yet have a signature on file, complete form
10235 and sign and fax it. A PIN will be sent to your student email account within two business
days.3. Review your student account. Changes to the loan will affect your other balances, and
you might owe additional tuition, or you might be due a refund.In the original set of steps, step 2
directs both new users and users who already have a PIN to fill out a form that only users who
have a PIN can complete. The original steps are not focused on the flow of the task for the new
users.RevisionTo change the amount of your loan:1. Log in to your student portal and review
your loan information.2. If you do not yet have a signature PIN on file, complete form 10235 and
sign and fax it. A PIN will be sent to your student email account within two business days.3. From
your student portal, choose the option to modify your loan and complete the fields and submit
the changes. You must have a signature PIN to submit the changes.4. Review your student
account. Changes to the loan will affect your other balances, and you might owe additional
tuition, or you might be due a refund.In the revised set of steps, step 2 is used to prepare the
new users for the remaining steps. Thus both types of users can follow one clear set of steps.
For information about addressing a primary and secondary audience, see the completeness
guideline “Provide appropriate detail for your users and their experience level” on page
123.When you use sublists to group steps, be sure to use the right type of sublist for the
situation. The following example shows a step divided into substeps:Original2. Copy the
contents of the file system from the source disk to the target disk. The steps that you use depend
on the location of the target disk:a. If the target disk is accessible from the source computer, run
the copyfilesystem command.b. If the target disk is not accessible from the source computer, run
the copyfilesystem -tmb command to copy the contents of the source disk to tape, and then use
the copyfilesystem -tmb command to copy the contents from the tape to the target disk.About
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develop different elements of technical information, such as headings, lists, tables, and indexes.
We took a different approach with this book; we organized it to show you how to apply quality
characteristics that make technical information, including information embedded in user
interfaces, easy to use, easy to understand, and easy to find. We hope you will find our approach
useful and comprehensive—and we hope that you will find the information in this book easy to
use, easy to understand, and easy to find!Is this book for you?If you are a writer, editor,
information architect, or reviewer of technical information and user interfaces, then yes, this book
is for you. If you work on software information, this book will be of particular interest to you
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information• Video as a delivery medium for technical informationAs with earlier developments in
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evaluating technical informationChapter 1. Technical information continues to evolveThe nature
of our work as technical communicators continues to change, more rapidly than ever. The
authors of this book can see it even over the short course, relatively speaking, of our own
careers in technical communication. Some of us began our careers delivering camera-ready
copy for a shelf of physical books and then began producing context-sensitive online help that
was installed with the product. With the advent of the web, we used our online help-writing skills
to rework books into online topic-based documentation.Today, writers sigh or laugh ruefully over
the fact that users don’t click help links. Testing with users validates this premise—that users
don’t want to ask for separate help—but that they do use all of the text they see in user
interfaces to do their tasks. In surveys, users often say that their first response to trouble is to ask
a colleague. In testing, when users were forced to seek additional assistance, a majority in our
tests tried to search the Internet or visit a video site such as YouTube rather than reading the
help. This finding is surprising at first, but on reflection, is the equivalent of asking a
colleague.One reason that users avoid help documentation is that we, as a profession, have
taught them that, as one user told us, “There’s nothing good there.” For example, when we
moved from command-oriented products to those with graphical interfaces, technical
information was focused on helping users to understand how to manipulate the user interface.
Although that focus made sense during the transition, many writers continue that focus today, 20
years after the transition. In spite of knowing better, we continue to produce huge amounts of
help documentation.As technical writers, we need to recognize this shift in our audience and
move past it to address users where they are. A new generation of technology-savvy users is
entering the workforce, existing workers are becoming more adept, and technology is becoming
more sophisticated. Because of these changes, the emphasis is on more usable, intuitive, and
appealing products. Now we need to expand our focus beyond topic-based information and onto
the product user interfaces themselves, with input field labels, messages, and other embedded
text, which collectively we refer to as embedded assistance.We need to recognize that topics
alone cannot address all needs. Topics work well in some contexts and for some types of
documentation: planning, application programming, technical concepts, troubleshooting, and
hardware diagrams. In many contexts, users expect to stay where they are and figure out how to
do their tasks without reading separate documentation. But in many other contexts, especially
mobile contexts, users want to watch a video introduction or a presentation by an expert. We
need to write information for users where they are, focused on what they’re trying to accomplish,
instead of trying to make them read what they don’t want to read.Embedded assistanceOur
profession has different definitions for embedded assistance.Some groups refer to static,
descriptive inline text in a user interface as embedded assistance and differentiate it from the
interface labels and messages. Others use the term to refer to the mechanism that displays a
pane of online help text within the same window as the product. For the purposes of this book,
we define embedded assistance as both of those and more—to define it more narrowly only
reinforces the artificial separation between product and documentation that occurs because of



the way most products and documentation are developed. When users buy or use a product,
they don’t differentiate between the interface, the documentation, and the functionality. To users,
all of these are the product. We, with all members of our product development teams, must
develop our products as a whole too.Embedded assistance, therefore, encompasses all textual
and graphical elements that users encounter in all types of products. In graphical user
interfaces, embedded assistance includes (numbers refer to Figure 1.1 below):• Labels for user
interface controls such as fields, radio buttons, check boxes, push buttons, menus, window
titles, and so on (1)• Input hints in fields (2)• Descriptive inline user interface text such as
introductory text in a window (3)• Messages that appear on fields, in sections of the interface, or
in dialogs• Tooltips, which are one- to two-word names for tools that do not have labels in the
interface• Hover help, which are one to two sentences of description for fields, check boxes,
radio buttons, and so on (6)• Wizards for simplifying complex interactions• Embedded help
panes (8)The following illustration shows some of these elements in a user interface:Figure 1.1
Embedded assistance elements in a user interface.In nongraphical software contexts, such as
ASCII-based interfaces, embedded assistance includes:• Logged messages• Command and
parameter names• Keyword names• API names• Utility or tool namesIn hardware contexts,
embedded assistance includes:• Labels embedded on hardware wires, boards, or other
equipment• Labels attached on top of or around hardware, for example on an on/off switch•
Specifically sized slots for connectors• Colors for wiring, for example, the color green indicates
the ground wire in the USEmbedded assistance also includes programmatic assistance that
does a step or task for a user. Examples of programmatic assistance include:• Default values•
Detected values• Autocompleted values, as shown in the following user interface:Although we
writers usually don’t have the programming skills to develop programmatic assistance, we do
need to understand these types of assistance well enough to advocate for them when they’ll be
helpful to users.Our skills with writing embedded assistance and our fluency with words and
graphics will be crucial as software development shifts to focus on mobile devices. Most users
don’t follow help links in desktop and web applications; they are even less likely to do so in
mobile environments. The lack of hover capabilities in the mobile environment removes an
element of embedded assistance in an already small user interface, a user interface that makes
web and desktop interfaces seem enormous by comparison. Because of the small screen size in
a mobile interface, the small amount of text that is persistent gets even more
attention.Progressive disclosure of informationGiven the types of embedded assistance
elements in the previous section, it’s easy to see that writers can’t work in isolation on each
element, set of elements, or functional area of the user interface or piece of hardware. Instead,
the entire set of embedded assistance, linked assistance, and separate documentation must tell
a cohesive story.The key to developing effective documentation is to apply and follow a pattern
for progressively disclosing the information to the user. Progressive disclosure is not a new idea
in the field of interaction design. Jakob Nielsen summarized it in 2006: “Progressive disclosure
defers advanced or rarely used features to a secondary screen, making applications easier to



learn and less error-prone.” Applying such a progressive pattern to information ensures that you
use available space in a user interface or on the hardware in the most effective way, consistently
and without redundancy. Applying the pattern well also helps writing teams manage the
complexity of information, providing clear paths to get to more complex or abstract
information.Information that is developed according to principles of progressive disclosure
anticipates users’ questions and provides a way for users to get additional contextual
information when necessary. For example, in an installation wizard, a field might have the label
Application server version, and a user might ask, “Is this the version I’m upgrading from or to?”
Ideally, the label could be changed to clarify which version, or the field could be grouped under a
heading Upgrade from server. If neither is possible, a hover help that explains which application
server is being requested and how to find this information is helpful, but a hover help that says,
“Enter the application server version” is not.If you are used to writing books or help
documentation, think about how you decide where (which book or help system) to deliver certain
information today. Information that you put in an installation guide is not appropriate in an
application development guide. A similar approach is true in user interfaces: different interface
display mechanisms require different types of information.Think of the available programmatic
and textual assistance capabilities in a software or hardware interface as different delivery
mechanisms. You can then use a pattern to map types of content to each mechanism. Because
these delivery mechanisms are much smaller than a book or a web page, the pattern is also at a
different scale. Instead of thinking about the type of content to deliver in a programming guide
versus an installation guide, you think about the type of content to deliver in a field label versus
hover help. Your pattern might look something like this:Table 1.1 Sample pattern for
progressively disclosing information in a web user interfaceThe organization guideline “Separate
contextual information into the appropriate type of embedded assistance” on page 332
describes the pattern in more depth, and the completeness guideline “Apply a pattern for
disclosing information” on page 107 explains how to apply it to your information to ensure
completeness.When you become more adept at creating meaningful and effective embedded
assistance and delivering it progressively, you create a better customer experience and become
a more valuable member of your product team.The technical writer’s role todayOur roles as
technical writers are evolving as quickly as the products that we write information for. Because
we develop embedded assistance, the timing and ways that we work with our extended teams
have changed. We are more involved with product design and user interface development,
which means that we must be involved earlier than ever in the development cycle.As discussed
in “Embedded assistance” on page 4, the separation between product and documentation is an
artificial one, in large part a result of the historic waterfall development processes. The waterfall
development process is made up of specific phases in which each participating team finishes its
work and hands it to the next team. The problem with this process is that downstream teams
have very little chance to change anything that happened upstream. Furthermore, because
documentation is developed close to the end of the cycle, documentation often tries to describe



poor design that can no longer be changed. Too often, technical writers who work in a waterfall
development process must write comprehensive documentation that needs to atone for
unwieldy design.More and more development teams are using an agile development process,
which depends on cross-functional teams working together throughout an iterative development
cycle. Although members of these cross-functional teams all bring their own skills to the team
from their unique disciplines, they are much more likely to look at and contribute to each others’
deliverables so that products are a full team effort. Agile development, as the name implies,
lends itself to making quick changes to product design when necessary.In agile development,
writers have a particularly effective role as the users’ advocate. The Agile Manifesto () values
“individuals and interactions over processes and tools” and “working software over
comprehensive documentation.” Writers who work on a project that follows the agile
development process are critical members of the team throughout the entire process, from the
earliest design phase, before a single line of code is written, to the final fit-and-finish stage. By
participating in the design process in partnership with product developers, usability engineers,
visual designers, and customers, writers can promote clear interaction and wise use of
embedded assistance, thereby reducing or eliminating the likelihood of “papering the product”
with unnecessary documentation.The guidelines in this book describe the characteristics of
quality technical information. However, your role in developing information and, indeed, in
developing the product, is as important as any of the guidelines. Rather than trying to explain
problems with the product design after the fact, focus on fixing real-world problems that users
have.When you develop quality technical information, you are responsible for:• Knowing the
user stories, which are the goals that users need to accomplish by using the product• Being the
users’ advocate, ensuring that the product employs the necessary programmatic assistance and
embedded assistance• Owning the words, whether they are in labels in the user interface, error
messages, or topics that are separate from the productRedefining quality technical
informationQuality is ultimately determined by users. When users have questions and quickly
find the exact information they need, they perceive the product (and the information, though they
don’t distinguish between the two) as being of high quality. In fact, an overwhelming majority of
customers report that information quality both affects their view of the product quality and their
overall product satisfaction. Information quality also has a significant impact on customers’
buying decisions.Almost always, users seek answers to specific questions and don’t want to
read a book from beginning to end to find those answers. Quality information addresses users
where they are, for example, in the user interface. That quality helps them accomplish real goals
rather than forcing them to figure out how to accomplish their goals in the product.Content that
focuses on domain expertise, provided by experts in the field based on their experience and
judgement, is the most highly valued content today. We can already see the beginning of
another technical communication transition toward artificial intelligence, and our role in gathering
real domain expertise for users becomes critical. Think of voice-driven assistance that provides
real-world information about proximity to gas stations with the lowest prices or guidance for how



to choose the right app from an online store. In these situations, the writer is the trusted
colleague or the concierge, directing users to exactly what they need at that moment. Domain
expertise is described in more detail in the concreteness guideline, “Consider the skill level and
needs of users” on page 220.Technical writers must be the users’ advocate throughout the
product development process. Ideally, writers have access to users throughout that process, but
user engagement alone cannot ensure information quality. Writers must apply their own skills
and expertise based on solid research and proven methods.Quality characteristics for technical
information must reflect what users expect and want from the information. Based on comments
from users and on experience in writing and editing technical information, the authors of this
book have found that quality technical information has these characteristics:You can apply the
quality characteristics whether you’re writing a book, a page, a paragraph, a sentence, or a
single word in an interface. The quality technical information model of nine characteristics is
flexible enough to support you as you develop ever smaller chunks of information to address the
changing needs of users.Chapter 1. Technical information continues to evolveThe nature of our
work as technical communicators continues to change, more rapidly than ever. The authors of
this book can see it even over the short course, relatively speaking, of our own careers in
technical communication. Some of us began our careers delivering camera-ready copy for a
shelf of physical books and then began producing context-sensitive online help that was
installed with the product. With the advent of the web, we used our online help-writing skills to
rework books into online topic-based documentation.Today, writers sigh or laugh ruefully over
the fact that users don’t click help links. Testing with users validates this premise—that users
don’t want to ask for separate help—but that they do use all of the text they see in user
interfaces to do their tasks. In surveys, users often say that their first response to trouble is to ask
a colleague. In testing, when users were forced to seek additional assistance, a majority in our
tests tried to search the Internet or visit a video site such as YouTube rather than reading the
help. This finding is surprising at first, but on reflection, is the equivalent of asking a
colleague.One reason that users avoid help documentation is that we, as a profession, have
taught them that, as one user told us, “There’s nothing good there.” For example, when we
moved from command-oriented products to those with graphical interfaces, technical
information was focused on helping users to understand how to manipulate the user interface.
Although that focus made sense during the transition, many writers continue that focus today, 20
years after the transition. In spite of knowing better, we continue to produce huge amounts of
help documentation.As technical writers, we need to recognize this shift in our audience and
move past it to address users where they are. A new generation of technology-savvy users is
entering the workforce, existing workers are becoming more adept, and technology is becoming
more sophisticated. Because of these changes, the emphasis is on more usable, intuitive, and
appealing products. Now we need to expand our focus beyond topic-based information and onto
the product user interfaces themselves, with input field labels, messages, and other embedded
text, which collectively we refer to as embedded assistance.We need to recognize that topics



alone cannot address all needs. Topics work well in some contexts and for some types of
documentation: planning, application programming, technical concepts, troubleshooting, and
hardware diagrams. In many contexts, users expect to stay where they are and figure out how to
do their tasks without reading separate documentation. But in many other contexts, especially
mobile contexts, users want to watch a video introduction or a presentation by an expert. We
need to write information for users where they are, focused on what they’re trying to accomplish,
instead of trying to make them read what they don’t want to read.Embedded assistanceOur
profession has different definitions for embedded assistance.Embedded assistanceOur
profession has different definitions for embedded assistance.Some groups refer to static,
descriptive inline text in a user interface as embedded assistance and differentiate it from the
interface labels and messages. Others use the term to refer to the mechanism that displays a
pane of online help text within the same window as the product. For the purposes of this book,
we define embedded assistance as both of those and more—to define it more narrowly only
reinforces the artificial separation between product and documentation that occurs because of
the way most products and documentation are developed. When users buy or use a product,
they don’t differentiate between the interface, the documentation, and the functionality. To users,
all of these are the product. We, with all members of our product development teams, must
develop our products as a whole too.Embedded assistance, therefore, encompasses all textual
and graphical elements that users encounter in all types of products. In graphical user
interfaces, embedded assistance includes (numbers refer to Figure 1.1 below):• Labels for user
interface controls such as fields, radio buttons, check boxes, push buttons, menus, window
titles, and so on (1)• Input hints in fields (2)• Descriptive inline user interface text such as
introductory text in a window (3)• Messages that appear on fields, in sections of the interface, or
in dialogs• Tooltips, which are one- to two-word names for tools that do not have labels in the
interface• Hover help, which are one to two sentences of description for fields, check boxes,
radio buttons, and so on (6)• Wizards for simplifying complex interactions• Embedded help
panes (8)The following illustration shows some of these elements in a user interface:Figure 1.1
Embedded assistance elements in a user interface.Figure 1.1 Embedded assistance elements
in a user interface.In nongraphical software contexts, such as ASCII-based interfaces,
embedded assistance includes:• Logged messages• Command and parameter names•
Keyword names• API names• Utility or tool namesIn hardware contexts, embedded assistance
includes:• Labels embedded on hardware wires, boards, or other equipment• Labels attached
on top of or around hardware, for example on an on/off switch• Specifically sized slots for
connectors• Colors for wiring, for example, the color green indicates the ground wire in the
USEmbedded assistance also includes programmatic assistance that does a step or task for a
user. Examples of programmatic assistance include:• Default values• Detected values•
Autocompleted values, as shown in the following user interface:Although we writers usually
don’t have the programming skills to develop programmatic assistance, we do need to
understand these types of assistance well enough to advocate for them when they’ll be helpful



to users.Our skills with writing embedded assistance and our fluency with words and graphics
will be crucial as software development shifts to focus on mobile devices. Most users don’t follow
help links in desktop and web applications; they are even less likely to do so in mobile
environments. The lack of hover capabilities in the mobile environment removes an element of
embedded assistance in an already small user interface, a user interface that makes web and
desktop interfaces seem enormous by comparison. Because of the small screen size in a mobile
interface, the small amount of text that is persistent gets even more attention.Progressive
disclosure of informationGiven the types of embedded assistance elements in the previous
section, it’s easy to see that writers can’t work in isolation on each element, set of elements, or
functional area of the user interface or piece of hardware. Instead, the entire set of embedded
assistance, linked assistance, and separate documentation must tell a cohesive
story.Progressive disclosure of informationGiven the types of embedded assistance elements in
the previous section, it’s easy to see that writers can’t work in isolation on each element, set of
elements, or functional area of the user interface or piece of hardware. Instead, the entire set of
embedded assistance, linked assistance, and separate documentation must tell a cohesive
story.The key to developing effective documentation is to apply and follow a pattern for
progressively disclosing the information to the user. Progressive disclosure is not a new idea in
the field of interaction design. Jakob Nielsen summarized it in 2006: “Progressive disclosure
defers advanced or rarely used features to a secondary screen, making applications easier to
learn and less error-prone.” Applying such a progressive pattern to information ensures that you
use available space in a user interface or on the hardware in the most effective way, consistently
and without redundancy. Applying the pattern well also helps writing teams manage the
complexity of information, providing clear paths to get to more complex or abstract
information.Information that is developed according to principles of progressive disclosure
anticipates users’ questions and provides a way for users to get additional contextual
information when necessary. For example, in an installation wizard, a field might have the label
Application server version, and a user might ask, “Is this the version I’m upgrading from or to?”
Ideally, the label could be changed to clarify which version, or the field could be grouped under a
heading Upgrade from server. If neither is possible, a hover help that explains which application
server is being requested and how to find this information is helpful, but a hover help that says,
“Enter the application server version” is not.If you are used to writing books or help
documentation, think about how you decide where (which book or help system) to deliver certain
information today. Information that you put in an installation guide is not appropriate in an
application development guide. A similar approach is true in user interfaces: different interface
display mechanisms require different types of information.Think of the available programmatic
and textual assistance capabilities in a software or hardware interface as different delivery
mechanisms. You can then use a pattern to map types of content to each mechanism. Because
these delivery mechanisms are much smaller than a book or a web page, the pattern is also at a
different scale. Instead of thinking about the type of content to deliver in a programming guide



versus an installation guide, you think about the type of content to deliver in a field label versus
hover help. Your pattern might look something like this:Table 1.1 Sample pattern for
progressively disclosing information in a web user interfaceTable 1.1 Sample pattern for
progressively disclosing information in a web user interfaceThe organization guideline “Separate
contextual information into the appropriate type of embedded assistance” on page 332
describes the pattern in more depth, and the completeness guideline “Apply a pattern for
disclosing information” on page 107 explains how to apply it to your information to ensure
completeness.When you become more adept at creating meaningful and effective embedded
assistance and delivering it progressively, you create a better customer experience and become
a more valuable member of your product team.The technical writer’s role todayOur roles as
technical writers are evolving as quickly as the products that we write information for. Because
we develop embedded assistance, the timing and ways that we work with our extended teams
have changed. We are more involved with product design and user interface development,
which means that we must be involved earlier than ever in the development cycle.The technical
writer’s role todayOur roles as technical writers are evolving as quickly as the products that we
write information for. Because we develop embedded assistance, the timing and ways that we
work with our extended teams have changed. We are more involved with product design and
user interface development, which means that we must be involved earlier than ever in the
development cycle.As discussed in “Embedded assistance” on page 4, the separation between
product and documentation is an artificial one, in large part a result of the historic waterfall
development processes. The waterfall development process is made up of specific phases in
which each participating team finishes its work and hands it to the next team. The problem with
this process is that downstream teams have very little chance to change anything that happened
upstream. Furthermore, because documentation is developed close to the end of the cycle,
documentation often tries to describe poor design that can no longer be changed. Too often,
technical writers who work in a waterfall development process must write comprehensive
documentation that needs to atone for unwieldy design.More and more development teams are
using an agile development process, which depends on cross-functional teams working
together throughout an iterative development cycle. Although members of these cross-functional
teams all bring their own skills to the team from their unique disciplines, they are much more
likely to look at and contribute to each others’ deliverables so that products are a full team effort.
Agile development, as the name implies, lends itself to making quick changes to product design
when necessary.In agile development, writers have a particularly effective role as the users’
advocate. The Agile Manifesto () values “individuals and interactions over processes and tools”
and “working software over comprehensive documentation.” Writers who work on a project that
follows the agile development process are critical members of the team throughout the entire
process, from the earliest design phase, before a single line of code is written, to the final fit-and-
finish stage. By participating in the design process in partnership with product developers,
usability engineers, visual designers, and customers, writers can promote clear interaction and



wise use of embedded assistance, thereby reducing or eliminating the likelihood of “papering
the product” with unnecessary documentation.The guidelines in this book describe the
characteristics of quality technical information. However, your role in developing information and,
indeed, in developing the product, is as important as any of the guidelines. Rather than trying to
explain problems with the product design after the fact, focus on fixing real-world problems that
users have.When you develop quality technical information, you are responsible for:• Knowing
the user stories, which are the goals that users need to accomplish by using the product• Being
the users’ advocate, ensuring that the product employs the necessary programmatic assistance
and embedded assistance• Owning the words, whether they are in labels in the user interface,
error messages, or topics that are separate from the productRedefining quality technical
informationQuality is ultimately determined by users. When users have questions and quickly
find the exact information they need, they perceive the product (and the information, though they
don’t distinguish between the two) as being of high quality. In fact, an overwhelming majority of
customers report that information quality both affects their view of the product quality and their
overall product satisfaction. Information quality also has a significant impact on customers’
buying decisions.Redefining quality technical informationQuality is ultimately determined by
users. When users have questions and quickly find the exact information they need, they
perceive the product (and the information, though they don’t distinguish between the two) as
being of high quality. In fact, an overwhelming majority of customers report that information
quality both affects their view of the product quality and their overall product satisfaction.
Information quality also has a significant impact on customers’ buying decisions.Almost always,
users seek answers to specific questions and don’t want to read a book from beginning to end to
find those answers. Quality information addresses users where they are, for example, in the user
interface. That quality helps them accomplish real goals rather than forcing them to figure out
how to accomplish their goals in the product.Content that focuses on domain expertise,
provided by experts in the field based on their experience and judgement, is the most highly
valued content today. We can already see the beginning of another technical communication
transition toward artificial intelligence, and our role in gathering real domain expertise for users
becomes critical. Think of voice-driven assistance that provides real-world information about
proximity to gas stations with the lowest prices or guidance for how to choose the right app from
an online store. In these situations, the writer is the trusted colleague or the concierge, directing
users to exactly what they need at that moment. Domain expertise is described in more detail in
the concreteness guideline, “Consider the skill level and needs of users” on page 220.Technical
writers must be the users’ advocate throughout the product development process. Ideally,
writers have access to users throughout that process, but user engagement alone cannot
ensure information quality. Writers must apply their own skills and expertise based on solid
research and proven methods.Quality characteristics for technical information must reflect what
users expect and want from the information. Based on comments from users and on experience
in writing and editing technical information, the authors of this book have found that quality



technical information has these characteristics:You can apply the quality characteristics whether
you’re writing a book, a page, a paragraph, a sentence, or a single word in an interface. The
quality technical information model of nine characteristics is flexible enough to support you as
you develop ever smaller chunks of information to address the changing needs of users.Chapter
2. Developing quality technical informationThe evolution in technical information isn’t just about
delivery formats. It’s also about refining your ability to write meaningful, quality information.In
embedded contexts, when you’re constrained to a few words, you need to use those words as
effectively as possible. How do you develop quality information with so few words? In short, by
following the same techniques you use to write separate documentation:1. Investigating and
understanding:• Users and their skills and knowledge• Users’ goals, not to be confused with the
tasks they do to achieve those goals• Scenarios for achieving goals• How the product helps
users achieve goals• Terms and concepts used in the industry2. Applying a pattern for
progressively disclosing information3. Iteratively writing, testing, and editing, using the quality
guidelines described in this bookIf you’re sensing a theme in this summary, you’ve probably
noticed how much of the work is background investigation and thinking and how little is writing.
When this work is done well, you often spend more time thinking and investigating than writing
and more time editing and revising than writing new content. As Blaise Pascal famously said, “I
have made this [letter] longer than usual because I have not had time to make it
shorter.”Preparing to write: understanding users, goals, and product tasksBefore you write
anything, you must understand your users: their skill levels, their challenges, and their
environment.When you write information, you need to build on the users’ knowledge and speak
the users’ language while also considering the needs of people with disabilities (including
limited vision, mobility, or attention), an aging population, nonnative language speakers, and
others with learning challenges. You can observe users as they work, interview them, or survey a
set of users to better understand them, their goals, and the tasks they undertake to achieve
those goals.The results of goal and task analysis can help you understand:• What goals users
are trying to achieve• What tasks they do to achieve their goals• Which tasks they complete
outside of your product or tool• Which tasks are most important• Which tasks they spend the
most time on• Which tasks they struggle most with• Which tasks are most tedious or most trivial•
When and where users typically need information• What type of information users needWhen
you understand more about users and their goals, you can more easily contribute to the design
of a meaningful, task-oriented product with well-crafted embedded assistance and supporting
information.Note the emphasis on goals, which are not to be confused with tasks. Goals are
almost never product-focused, as they reflect a need in the real world. Tasks are the activities
users do—some of which might be in different products or not in a product at all—to achieve
their goals.An example of this distinction is evident when you consider the chore of doing your
taxes. Your goal is to accurately calculate your tax and submit your return on time to get the
biggest possible refund and avoid penalties. You accomplish this goal by completing a series of
tasks:1. Calculate your taxes. You can use a variety of tools and methods to calculate your taxes,



including a pencil and paper or a software program, or, if you are particularly averse to doing
your own taxes, by hiring someone to do it for you.2. Send your return. You can send your tax
return by using different methods, including walking or driving a paper envelope to the post
office or submitting electronically.3. Pay your tax or receive a refund. You can pay your tax or get
your refund electronically or as a paper check.To work well, any software that aids in tax
preparation must be oriented around the overall goal, recognize the different ways to do different
tasks, and provide relevant information about the tasks that don’t occur inside the software, such
as taking the return physically to the post office. By grounding information in the real-world goals
of users, writers can determine what information to write (tips for getting a bigger refund based
on the data that users enter) and what information is extraneous and can be deleted (how to
properly format currency values).Writing and rewritingAs with other kinds of writing, quality
technical writing is the result of a process of refinement. When you first write about a subject,
just getting your thoughts on the screen or paper might be enough of a challenge. Striving at that
point for quality characteristics such as retrievability and style might be more inhibiting than
helpful.Eventually, as you develop the information, the guidelines for all of the quality
characteristics should come into play. Many of them need frequent consideration.Planning what
to write for different stages of product useJust as you emphasize different characteristics at
different times in your writing process, users benefit from different characteristics at different
times during their stages of product use. If you think about where users of your planned
documentation are in their product usage, you can see how much to emphasize different
characteristics, for example:• When they evaluate a product, users focus on visual effectiveness
and style because these characteristics give the product appeal.• When they learn about a new
product, users lean on task orientation, organization, clarity, concreteness, and visual
effectiveness because these characteristics help users conceptualize their goals within the
product context.• When they use the product, users value task orientation, retrievability,
accuracy, concreteness, and completeness because these characteristics ensure that users get
the right information at the right time.Deciding exactly what to writeYou might not have the same
expertise as many users, for example, IT administrators, but if you write about something that is
new to you, pay close attention to your own questions as you learn about the subject. Your
questions can help you identify the information to write. For example, in a user interface with a
field labeled Database name, what questions might you ask? Perhaps: “Which database?”
“Where can I find the name?” Validate your questions and answers with typical users or with
those on your team who know more about the users than you do.The information that you write
might need to serve both novices and experienced users. (Remember, however, that users
move from novice to some level of competency with most products fairly quickly, so you need to
ensure that you write to the majority of your audience rather than only to novices.) Although all of
the guidelines in this book are centered on users as the reference point for decisions about what
to write and how to write it, the following three sections describe how to address multiple
audiences:• The task orientation guideline, “Write for the intended audience” on page 25• The



concreteness guideline, “Consider the skill level and needs of users” on page 220• The
completeness guideline, “Cover each subject in only as much detail as users need” on page
123Starting to writeWhen you write topics and other content that is delivered outside the
product, you still need not concentrate on achieving all of the quality characteristics at the same
time. Depending on your approach and where you are in the development cycle, you’ll focus on
some of the characteristics more than others:• When you write an outline, you probably need to
keep in mind the guidelines for task orientation, organization, and completeness.• When you
write first drafts of topics or individual pieces of embedded assistance, the guidelines for
accuracy, concreteness, and clarity take precedence.• When you write new topics for an existing
deliverable:– Review the organization to ensure that your new topics fit well into the existing
structure and if not, change the structure. You need to be willing to completely reorganize or
discard material that no longer works. Each time you update information, it should still read as
smoothly and make sense when progressively disclosed from the user interface, as if it were all
written at the same time.– Review the existing retrievability structures (index, tables of contents,
keywords) to see how to apply these to your new material.• When you have decided where to
insert new content and are ready to write it, you apply guidelines for accuracy, concreteness,
clarity, style, and visual effectiveness.Refining what you writeThroughout the writing process,
you refine what you’ve written by applying the characteristics, by incorporating review comments
from users, developers, testers, and editors, by adding new material as product function
changes, and by reading what you’ve written.When you work on user interface labels and text,
you refine your writing at a much lower level—on individual terms and how they fit together.
Here, you must carefully select terms that make sense in the industry or to a specific set of
users. You might select a metaphor with an associated set of terms. The desktop, for example, is
a metaphor that has been used in most user interfaces since the early days of personal
computers. The desktop metaphor incorporates the idea of documents in folders. Often in
software development, you select a metaphor but discover that the metaphor won’t work or that
the terms are too broad or too narrow to work in all cases. As a result you might need to
exchange the metaphor for a new one. Applying clarity guidelines is key to selecting good
terminology.Chapter 12, “Applying more than one quality characteristic,” on page 487 follows
several typical documentation scenarios and shows how you would apply the characteristics
throughout the writing process.Reviewing, testing, and evaluating technical informationUsers are
your most essential reviewers. Agile development in particular incorporates frequent user testing
to ensure that the product is meeting users’ needs. Assistance, whether embedded or not, is a
key part of this testing. Getting early feedback about terminology selections and where users
need more assistance is essential to developing quality information. If customers aren’t available
to test, you can ask colleagues to test your information.At the end of each of the quality
characteristic chapters is a checklist of the problems to look for concerning each guideline. You
can use the checklists to have users or your colleagues test what you have written. You can also
use the checklists when you evaluate what someone else has written or to assess your own



writing.These individual checklists are gathered into one checklist in Appendix A, “Quality
checklist,” on page 545. You can put your findings from the individual checklists into this
summary checklist to get an overall picture.All of the checklists provide columns where you can
give a numerical evaluation (from 1 to 5) based on the number and kinds of problems that you
find. These numerical evaluations can help you see the areas that most need revising.The major
revision cycles in the process of developing technical information probably result from reviews
by other people who are involved in the project, such as developers, designers, editors, usability
engineers, users, and marketing professionals. You can use the checklist for the quality
characteristics in Appendix B, “Who checks which characteristics?,” on page 549 to help ensure
that the different types of reviewers evaluate the appropriate quality characteristics.Even after
you publish information or release a product, you can continue to get feedback, including instant
feedback. By incorporating social media commenting and rating capabilities into information
delivery mechanisms, you can make it easy for your users to give you ongoing
feedback.Chapter 13, “Reviewing, testing, and evaluting technical information,” on page 515
describes various methods for internal and external testing, reviewing, and evaluating
information.Chapter 2. Developing quality technical informationThe evolution in technical
information isn’t just about delivery formats. It’s also about refining your ability to write
meaningful, quality information.In embedded contexts, when you’re constrained to a few words,
you need to use those words as effectively as possible. How do you develop quality information
with so few words? In short, by following the same techniques you use to write separate
documentation:1. Investigating and understanding:• Users and their skills and knowledge•
Users’ goals, not to be confused with the tasks they do to achieve those goals• Scenarios for
achieving goals• How the product helps users achieve goals• Terms and concepts used in the
industry2. Applying a pattern for progressively disclosing information3. Iteratively writing, testing,
and editing, using the quality guidelines described in this bookIf you’re sensing a theme in this
summary, you’ve probably noticed how much of the work is background investigation and
thinking and how little is writing. When this work is done well, you often spend more time thinking
and investigating than writing and more time editing and revising than writing new content. As
Blaise Pascal famously said, “I have made this [letter] longer than usual because I have not had
time to make it shorter.”Preparing to write: understanding users, goals, and product tasksBefore
you write anything, you must understand your users: their skill levels, their challenges, and their
environment.Preparing to write: understanding users, goals, and product tasksBefore you write
anything, you must understand your users: their skill levels, their challenges, and their
environment.When you write information, you need to build on the users’ knowledge and speak
the users’ language while also considering the needs of people with disabilities (including
limited vision, mobility, or attention), an aging population, nonnative language speakers, and
others with learning challenges. You can observe users as they work, interview them, or survey a
set of users to better understand them, their goals, and the tasks they undertake to achieve
those goals.The results of goal and task analysis can help you understand:• What goals users



are trying to achieve• What tasks they do to achieve their goals• Which tasks they complete
outside of your product or tool• Which tasks are most important• Which tasks they spend the
most time on• Which tasks they struggle most with• Which tasks are most tedious or most trivial•
When and where users typically need information• What type of information users needWhen
you understand more about users and their goals, you can more easily contribute to the design
of a meaningful, task-oriented product with well-crafted embedded assistance and supporting
information.Note the emphasis on goals, which are not to be confused with tasks. Goals are
almost never product-focused, as they reflect a need in the real world. Tasks are the activities
users do—some of which might be in different products or not in a product at all—to achieve
their goals.An example of this distinction is evident when you consider the chore of doing your
taxes. Your goal is to accurately calculate your tax and submit your return on time to get the
biggest possible refund and avoid penalties. You accomplish this goal by completing a series of
tasks:1. Calculate your taxes. You can use a variety of tools and methods to calculate your taxes,
including a pencil and paper or a software program, or, if you are particularly averse to doing
your own taxes, by hiring someone to do it for you.2. Send your return. You can send your tax
return by using different methods, including walking or driving a paper envelope to the post
office or submitting electronically.3. Pay your tax or receive a refund. You can pay your tax or get
your refund electronically or as a paper check.To work well, any software that aids in tax
preparation must be oriented around the overall goal, recognize the different ways to do different
tasks, and provide relevant information about the tasks that don’t occur inside the software, such
as taking the return physically to the post office. By grounding information in the real-world goals
of users, writers can determine what information to write (tips for getting a bigger refund based
on the data that users enter) and what information is extraneous and can be deleted (how to
properly format currency values).Writing and rewritingAs with other kinds of writing, quality
technical writing is the result of a process of refinement. When you first write about a subject,
just getting your thoughts on the screen or paper might be enough of a challenge. Striving at that
point for quality characteristics such as retrievability and style might be more inhibiting than
helpful.Writing and rewritingAs with other kinds of writing, quality technical writing is the result of
a process of refinement. When you first write about a subject, just getting your thoughts on the
screen or paper might be enough of a challenge. Striving at that point for quality characteristics
such as retrievability and style might be more inhibiting than helpful.Eventually, as you develop
the information, the guidelines for all of the quality characteristics should come into play. Many of
them need frequent consideration.Planning what to write for different stages of product useJust
as you emphasize different characteristics at different times in your writing process, users
benefit from different characteristics at different times during their stages of product use. If you
think about where users of your planned documentation are in their product usage, you can see
how much to emphasize different characteristics, for example:Planning what to write for different
stages of product useJust as you emphasize different characteristics at different times in your
writing process, users benefit from different characteristics at different times during their stages



of product use. If you think about where users of your planned documentation are in their
product usage, you can see how much to emphasize different characteristics, for example:•
When they evaluate a product, users focus on visual effectiveness and style because these
characteristics give the product appeal.• When they learn about a new product, users lean on
task orientation, organization, clarity, concreteness, and visual effectiveness because these
characteristics help users conceptualize their goals within the product context.• When they use
the product, users value task orientation, retrievability, accuracy, concreteness, and
completeness because these characteristics ensure that users get the right information at the
right time.Deciding exactly what to writeYou might not have the same expertise as many users,
for example, IT administrators, but if you write about something that is new to you, pay close
attention to your own questions as you learn about the subject. Your questions can help you
identify the information to write. For example, in a user interface with a field labeled Database
name, what questions might you ask? Perhaps: “Which database?” “Where can I find the
name?” Validate your questions and answers with typical users or with those on your team who
know more about the users than you do.Deciding exactly what to writeYou might not have the
same expertise as many users, for example, IT administrators, but if you write about something
that is new to you, pay close attention to your own questions as you learn about the subject. Your
questions can help you identify the information to write. For example, in a user interface with a
field labeled Database name, what questions might you ask? Perhaps: “Which database?”
“Where can I find the name?” Validate your questions and answers with typical users or with
those on your team who know more about the users than you do.The information that you write
might need to serve both novices and experienced users. (Remember, however, that users
move from novice to some level of competency with most products fairly quickly, so you need to
ensure that you write to the majority of your audience rather than only to novices.) Although all of
the guidelines in this book are centered on users as the reference point for decisions about what
to write and how to write it, the following three sections describe how to address multiple
audiences:• The task orientation guideline, “Write for the intended audience” on page 25• The
concreteness guideline, “Consider the skill level and needs of users” on page 220• The
completeness guideline, “Cover each subject in only as much detail as users need” on page
123Starting to writeWhen you write topics and other content that is delivered outside the
product, you still need not concentrate on achieving all of the quality characteristics at the same
time. Depending on your approach and where you are in the development cycle, you’ll focus on
some of the characteristics more than others:Starting to writeWhen you write topics and other
content that is delivered outside the product, you still need not concentrate on achieving all of
the quality characteristics at the same time. Depending on your approach and where you are in
the development cycle, you’ll focus on some of the characteristics more than others:• When you
write an outline, you probably need to keep in mind the guidelines for task orientation,
organization, and completeness.• When you write first drafts of topics or individual pieces of
embedded assistance, the guidelines for accuracy, concreteness, and clarity take precedence.•



When you write new topics for an existing deliverable:– Review the organization to ensure that
your new topics fit well into the existing structure and if not, change the structure. You need to be
willing to completely reorganize or discard material that no longer works. Each time you update
information, it should still read as smoothly and make sense when progressively disclosed from
the user interface, as if it were all written at the same time.– Review the existing retrievability
structures (index, tables of contents, keywords) to see how to apply these to your new material.•
When you have decided where to insert new content and are ready to write it, you apply
guidelines for accuracy, concreteness, clarity, style, and visual effectiveness.Refining what you
writeThroughout the writing process, you refine what you’ve written by applying the
characteristics, by incorporating review comments from users, developers, testers, and editors,
by adding new material as product function changes, and by reading what you’ve
written.Refining what you writeThroughout the writing process, you refine what you’ve written by
applying the characteristics, by incorporating review comments from users, developers, testers,
and editors, by adding new material as product function changes, and by reading what you’ve
written.When you work on user interface labels and text, you refine your writing at a much lower
level—on individual terms and how they fit together. Here, you must carefully select terms that
make sense in the industry or to a specific set of users. You might select a metaphor with an
associated set of terms. The desktop, for example, is a metaphor that has been used in most
user interfaces since the early days of personal computers. The desktop metaphor incorporates
the idea of documents in folders. Often in software development, you select a metaphor but
discover that the metaphor won’t work or that the terms are too broad or too narrow to work in all
cases. As a result you might need to exchange the metaphor for a new one. Applying clarity
guidelines is key to selecting good terminology.Chapter 12, “Applying more than one quality
characteristic,” on page 487 follows several typical documentation scenarios and shows how you
would apply the characteristics throughout the writing process.Reviewing, testing, and
evaluating technical informationUsers are your most essential reviewers. Agile development in
particular incorporates frequent user testing to ensure that the product is meeting users’ needs.
Assistance, whether embedded or not, is a key part of this testing. Getting early feedback about
terminology selections and where users need more assistance is essential to developing quality
information. If customers aren’t available to test, you can ask colleagues to test your
information.Reviewing, testing, and evaluating technical informationUsers are your most
essential reviewers. Agile development in particular incorporates frequent user testing to ensure
that the product is meeting users’ needs. Assistance, whether embedded or not, is a key part of
this testing. Getting early feedback about terminology selections and where users need more
assistance is essential to developing quality information. If customers aren’t available to test, you
can ask colleagues to test your information.At the end of each of the quality characteristic
chapters is a checklist of the problems to look for concerning each guideline. You can use the
checklists to have users or your colleagues test what you have written. You can also use the
checklists when you evaluate what someone else has written or to assess your own



writing.These individual checklists are gathered into one checklist in Appendix A, “Quality
checklist,” on page 545. You can put your findings from the individual checklists into this
summary checklist to get an overall picture.All of the checklists provide columns where you can
give a numerical evaluation (from 1 to 5) based on the number and kinds of problems that you
find. These numerical evaluations can help you see the areas that most need revising.The major
revision cycles in the process of developing technical information probably result from reviews
by other people who are involved in the project, such as developers, designers, editors, usability
engineers, users, and marketing professionals. You can use the checklist for the quality
characteristics in Appendix B, “Who checks which characteristics?,” on page 549 to help ensure
that the different types of reviewers evaluate the appropriate quality characteristics.Even after
you publish information or release a product, you can continue to get feedback, including instant
feedback. By incorporating social media commenting and rating capabilities into information
delivery mechanisms, you can make it easy for your users to give you ongoing
feedback.Chapter 13, “Reviewing, testing, and evaluting technical information,” on page 515
describes various methods for internal and external testing, reviewing, and evaluating
information.Part 2: Easy to useUsers access technical information to accomplish a goal, which
typically involves doing one or more tasks. Technical information should make it easy for users to
successfully achieve their goals. It should be trustworthy. Users should have all of the
information they need without being overloaded with extraneous information.Chapter 3. Task
orientationWrite for the intended audiencePresent information from the users’ point of
viewFocus on users’ goalsIdentify tasks that support users’ goalsWrite user-oriented task topics,
not function-oriented task topicsAvoid an unnecessary focus on product featuresIndicate a
practical reason for informationProvide clear, step-by-step instructionsMake each step a clear
action for users to takeGroup steps for usabilityClearly identify steps that are optional or
conditionalTask orientation checklistChapter 4. AccuracyResearch before you writeVerify the
information that you writeMaintain information currencyKeep up with technical changesAvoid
writing information that will become outdatedMaintain consistency in all information about a
subjectReuse information when possibleAvoid introducing inconsistenciesUse tools that
automate checking for accuracyAccuracy checklistChapter 5. CompletenessMake user
interfaces self-documentingApply a pattern for disclosing informationCover all subjects that
support users’ goals and only those subjectsCreate an outline or topic modelInclude only
information based on user goalsMake sure concepts and reference topics support the
goalsCover each subject in only as much detail as users needProvide appropriate detail for your
users and their experience levelInclude enough informationInclude only necessary
informationRepeat information only when users will benefit from itCompleteness checklistPart 2:
Easy to useUsers access technical information to accomplish a goal, which typically involves
doing one or more tasks. Technical information should make it easy for users to successfully
achieve their goals. It should be trustworthy. Users should have all of the information they need
without being overloaded with extraneous information.Chapter 3. Task orientationWrite for the



intended audiencePresent information from the users’ point of viewFocus on users’ goalsIdentify
tasks that support users’ goalsWrite user-oriented task topics, not function-oriented task
topicsAvoid an unnecessary focus on product featuresIndicate a practical reason for
informationProvide clear, step-by-step instructionsMake each step a clear action for users to
takeGroup steps for usabilityClearly identify steps that are optional or conditionalTask orientation
checklistChapter 4. AccuracyResearch before you writeVerify the information that you
writeMaintain information currencyKeep up with technical changesAvoid writing information that
will become outdatedMaintain consistency in all information about a subjectReuse information
when possibleAvoid introducing inconsistenciesUse tools that automate checking for
accuracyAccuracy checklistChapter 5. CompletenessMake user interfaces self-
documentingApply a pattern for disclosing informationCover all subjects that support users’
goals and only those subjectsCreate an outline or topic modelInclude only information based on
user goalsMake sure concepts and reference topics support the goalsCover each subject in only
as much detail as users needProvide appropriate detail for your users and their experience
levelInclude enough informationInclude only necessary informationRepeat information only
when users will benefit from itCompleteness checklistChapter 3. Task orientationDon’t tell me
how it works; tell me how to use it.—An IBM customerTask orientation is a focus on users’ goals
and the tasks that support those goals. You rarely help your users when you tell them only how a
product works or how it is structured. Your users have a job to do, so they need practical
information that helps them understand and complete their tasks.If your goal is to put your child’s
bicycle together the night before his birthday, you don’t want to learn about how sturdy the tires
are or what materials were used to make them. You want the steps to get from a box of pieces to
an assembled bike in as little time as possible.Task orientation applies well beyond step-based,
procedural information. The text in user interfaces, such as in labels and error messages, and
the text in concept and reference topics also need to be written from the perspective of your
users’ goals. Task-oriented writing keeps users “on task.”To make information task oriented,
follow these guidelines:Write for the intended audiencePresent information from the users’ point
of viewFocus on users’ goalsIndicate a practical reason for informationProvide clear, step-by-
step instructionsWrite for the intended audienceWhen you plan what information to write, be
sure that you have a clear understanding of your audience. For example, if you are writing for
system architects, you might include only high-level tasks, such as evaluating and planning, or a
high-level view of other tasks. Similarly, if you are writing for end users, avoid tasks that are
appropriate for product administrators and focus on the tasks that end users do.Be sure that the
information that you include in your topics and embedded assistance is relevant to the needs of
your audience. For example, your product might have a powerful data analytics system, but a
description of that system is of little interest to the person who is installing one of the product
components on a client.The following simple task is explained in detail. However, users who
want to customize settings are experienced users and therefore do not need help performing
simple tasks. This information will frustrate all but the most patient experienced users.Original1.



Open the directory.2. Click the infodir folder.3. Right-click the settings.def file and select Edit
from the menu.4. Change the settings that you want in the file.5. Click File > Save to save the
file.6. Click File > Close to close the editor.RevisionTo customize your settings, edit the infodir/
settings.def file.In the revision, the task is handled much more simply. The revision quickly
provides users with the information that they need because it is written for the skill level of the
audience.If you don’t understand your audience, then you won’t know what kind of assistance to
provide for the user interface. Embedded assistance is useless if it is directed at the wrong
audience, and in some cases it can be misleading. The text in the second paragraph of the
following error message for a bank website is not meant for bank customers:OriginalThe second
paragraph should never be viewed by the bank customers, who have no knowledge of a
database and no interest in contacting a database administrator to troubleshoot an error with the
website. Bank customers might also be concerned to read that transactions are rolling back if
the customers assume that the transactions that are mentioned in the error message are bank
transactions and not database transactions.RevisionThe revised error message tells the bank
customers only what they need to know.Present information from the users’ point of viewWriting
information from the users’ point of view brings users into the story so that they understand how
information relates to them. Such information is predominantly written in second person and
uses active voice. It also uses verbs that denote actions that users do as opposed to actions that
the product does.The following passage leaves users out of the story
altogether:OriginalSubsequent installation of the HIGS feature allows InfoProduct to run
unattended.The original passage is indefinite about who does the action and why. Users can’t
tell how the information in the original passage pertains to them.RevisionIf you want to run
InfoProduct unattended, you must install the HIGS feature. You can install the HIGS feature after
you install InfoProduct.The revision adds users to the story and explains what they need to do to
run the product unattended. Notice that improving the task orientation also improves the clarity
of the passage.The following text is shown at the top of a list of recommendations that energy
customers receive after they run tools to assess their home energy consumption:OriginalThe
original text wastes customers’ time because it provides information about prerequisite steps
that customers already completed. It even mentions checking whether the company technicians
installed the meter correctly, which is hardly something energy customers are qualified to
do.RevisionThe revised text presents only information that makes sense based on the
customers’ position in the task. In addition, some descriptive text about the order of
recommendations is removed because it describes what customers can already see.If you use
the product, you will have a better idea of the point of view of your users, and you can present
targeted embedded assistance. You might find places where it would help to add an example
below a field, where an error message could include actions for users to complete, or where a
label could be more specific. You might also find places in the product where programmatic
assistance could reduce work for users.In the following window, some of the text in the hover
help is presented from the point of view of someone who is coding the product, not of someone



who is using the product:OriginalThe original hover help for the Database user ID field contains
information about how many characters user IDs can contain. However, users are being asked
to enter an existing user ID for a database. Obviously, an existing user ID already follows the
character restrictions for the operating system. The information about character restrictions is
presented from the point of view of the product developer, who needs to know how many
characters to expect in the field.RevisionIn the revision, the information that users do not need is
removed. Users are no longer provided with the unnecessary reminder about character
restrictions.Error messages should be written specifically to accommodate users’ situations.
When you work with your product, make some mistakes on purpose to see whether the error
messages are presented from the users’ point of view. Not all error messages can be found by
working with the product, so you also need to review your product’s error strings and do some
investigating.The following error message is vague and is not written from the perspective of
users:OriginalYou can fix terse and unhelpful messages such as this one by doing some
investigating. Determine what task users are trying to do, what reasons might cause the error,
and how users can fix this problem.RevisionThe revision looks like a completely different
message. If you take the time to learn the real reason that the product is unable to find the
database, you can provide a much more useful error message. In this case, users don’t care that
the product can’t find the database. The mapping of the workload to the database is in the wrong
format. From the users’ perspective, the problem can be solved by updating the mappings for
the workload, and that’s all users need to know.Focus on users’ goalsIt’s relatively easy to write
about the details of a product, such as menu choices or report types, or to describe the simplest
tasks for a product, such as logging in or changing preferences. However, if a task is easy to
understand and describe, the documentation for that task is probably not very helpful to your
users. You make the most impact if you ignore the easy details and simple tasks and focus on
what matters most to your users—their goals.Goals are not the same as tasks. A goal is an
outcome that users want, and a task is an activity that users do. Achieving a goal generally
involves doing multiple tasks. For example, users who log in to a dating website have a goal of
finding a compatible person to date. These users might need to do many tasks on the website to
reach their goal, such as creating a profile, reading through profiles of suggested matches, and
making plans to meet. Users might also need to do some tasks outside the website, such as
getting a haircut and finding the perfect photo to upload.One way to ensure that your information
is focused on goals is to base your information on scenarios. As explained in the concreteness
guideline “Use scenarios to illustrate tasks and to provide overviews,” a scenario is a story, often
in the form of a high-level task, that shows how a product contributes to solving a business
problem. Scenarios typically present a narrative of how a problem is solved in a real setting.
They are commonly used in marketing or overview information but can also be used in tutorials
or in place of examples.Scenario-based information is information that is designed and written to
support users’ progress through scenarios to achieve goals. When you write scenario-based
information, instead of thinking of a scenario as one topic that you write, you think of a scenario



as the basis for everything that you write. You identify the key goals for users of the product, and
then for each goal, you create a scenario, or path, for how users will accomplish the goal.Know
the goals of your users and follow the path through the products yourself. You might use multiple
components or other products to complete the scenario. The path might involve several large,
medium, and small tasks, and you need to learn how to do all of them. By following the path
yourself, you can ensure that the embedded assistance is clear and supports the goal, and you
can learn and document the necessary steps to get users from the beginning of the scenario to
the end.If you encounter any obstacles in the scenario, work with the design and development
teams to address the problems before they become obstacles for users. You can improve the
user experience through the scenario in these areas:Product designUse your findings to ensure
that the product design supports the path through the scenarios. For example, you might
suggest wizards, welcome page content, or links to ensure that the path to start each key
scenario is clear.Product integrationLook for ways to improve the integration between the
products that are involved in the scenario. For example, because you know the point in the
scenario when users will start to use another product, provide a link to open that product or
provide a message to tell them how to start the other product and what to do. Look for
opportunities to share information such as user names or account numbers between related
products so that users don’t need to provide details twice.To focus on users’ goals, follow these
guidelines:Identify tasks that support users’ goalsWrite user-oriented task topics, not function-
oriented task topicsAvoid an unnecessary focus on product featuresIdentify tasks that support
users’ goalsAlthough users can probably do many tasks with your product, be sure that you
provide sufficient embedded assistance and documentation for the tasks that support your
users’ goals. To identify the tasks that are associated with a goal, start with a high-level task that
corresponds to the goal. For example, for the goal of securing company data, use “Securing
company data” as the high-level task in your topic model. Divide the high-level task into groups
of lower-level tasks that support the goal, such as setting up user access and setting up
firewalls. Each of these tasks might also be divided into still lower-level tasks until you have an
organized list of tasks in your model.Each task in your model should be discrete and therefore
make sense by itself to users. For example, creating an account for a retail website is a discrete
task that makes sense for users to do. The action of selecting a user ID and password might be
a step of a task, but it is not a task on its own.Carefully consider the list of tasks in your model to
determine which tasks users can do easily and which tasks you need to document in task topics.
If you have good embedded assistance, many tasks will not need topics that provide step-level
information. In addition, embedded assistance might replace the need to provide extra steps in
the task topics that you do write.If you are writing scenario-based information, you focus only on
the tasks in the model that are part of the scenario path to achieve the goal. Although many
tasks might support the goal or be related to the goal, you keep only the tasks that are part of the
scenario in your model.For the goal of creating a photo book, you might identify a scenario in
which an existing user creates a project, uploads photos, plays with options for backgrounds,



captions, and photo placement, and then orders a printed copy of the book. The following table
shows some tasks that users might do when they create a photo book. Notice that a few of the
tasks are not part of this particular scenario.Table 3.1 Tasks associated with a goal of creating a
photo bookFor a scenario-based model, the tasks that are not associated with the scenario are
removed from the model. In this case, only one high-level task topic was needed. The high-level
task topic will probably have a step for each row of the table that is part of the scenario. The
tasks in these rows rely on effective embedded assistance and so can be done by users without
the need to read additional topics. Therefore, the high-level task in this case will have steps but
not child task topics.Write user-oriented task topics, not function-oriented task topicsAny task
topic that you do write should be written from a perspective that users can relate to. A user-
oriented task is a task that users want to perform regardless of whether they are using your
product to do it. In contrast, tasks that are about using the product, service, or technology are
function-oriented tasks.Examples of task topics that are function oriented and corresponding
task topics that are user oriented are shown in the following table:When you work on a product
for months, you might forget that users’ tasks are not necessarily the same as product functions.
Ensure that each task topic that you plan to write is user oriented, not function oriented. Tasks
that start with “Using” or “Working with” are probably function oriented.The following topic has a
list of links to low-level task topics about all of the minor actions that users can take with an
object in the product:Working with triggersYou use triggers to automatically monitor the critical
processes in your enterprise. The product polls for records that meet the criteria for the trigger. If
a match is found, the appropriate action is taken.Creating triggersYou create a trigger to monitor
time-sensitive records that could require action.Validating triggersYou must validate a trigger
record before you can activate it.Activating triggersYou can activate a trigger record that has at
least one trigger point and one action defined for each trigger point.Modifying triggersYou can
change existing triggers.Copying triggersYou can copy an existing trigger to create a similar
trigger.Deactivating triggersYou deactivate a trigger record to modify the trigger.Deleting
triggersYou can delete triggers with the Delete button.Parent topic: Administering InfoTriggerThis
list of task topics assumes that users want detailed steps for all the actions they might take for a
trigger or that users are examining the interface and wondering what each option does. This type
of information might be appropriate in embedded assistance, but it’s not appropriate for task
topics. Focusing the task topics on the triggers makes the topics function oriented. A user-
oriented task topic would explain how to set up automatic monitoring for critical processes, and it
would mention triggers but would not be about triggers.Many products are designed or
assembled one object or function at a time rather than around user scenarios. If the information
is also written or assembled by object or function, then it’s easy to end up writing tasks from the
perspective of the function, widget, utility, or command and lose sight of users’ goals. In addition,
because function-oriented content can be much easier to write than user-oriented, goal-focused
content, the user-oriented tasks are often not written at all, and users are left to figure out how to
achieve their goals on their own.In the following task topic, the task is described in product-



specific terms:OriginalUsing the Infolnstaller toolInfolnstaller is a tool that you use to install
InfoProduct. Using the Infolnstaller tool to install InfoProduct takes about 20 minutes.To use the
Infolnstaller tool:1. Open the Infolnstaller tool by entering infoinst at the command line.2.
Complete the Infolnstaller window by specifying the installation parameters. When you click OK,
Infolnstaller installs InfoProduct.The original topic title and content assume that users
understand the task in terms of the tool that they need to use to do the task. Although some
users might know what the InfoInstaller tool is, all users know what installation
is.RevisionInstalling InfoProductInstalling InfoProduct takes about 20 minutes.To install
InfoProduct:1. Enter infoinst at the command line to open the Infolnstaller window.2. Follow the
prompts to specify the installation options for your computer and then click OK to install
InfoProduct.The revised introduction and steps separate the task from the tool so that users can
relate to the real task of installing the product instead of to the tool that they are using.You also
need to be sure that the task topics that you plan to write really address the goals or needs of
users. The title of the following topic makes it look like a user-oriented task, but the task is
presented in terms of getting to the window that is used to do the task:OriginalAnalyzing an
access planYou can view a visual representation of the access plan for your query to see how
the database accesses the data that it needs for the query.1. Select a query to analyze the
access plan for.2. Click Show > Access plan.3. View the graph in the Access Plan Graph window
that opens and optimize the access plan as needed.If you want to view the plan for another
query, go back and select another query.The original topic has a title that sounds like a task, but
the steps show users how to get to the product window and then stop as if the task ends as soon
as users get to the window. The topic never explains how to do the task of analyzing the access
plan. Imagine how frustrated users will be when they are faced with a big task but find that the
only documentation tells them what they already know. The final sentence is especially useless.
Why would users care about starting over if they haven’t learned how to do their task in the first
place?RevisionAnalyzing an access planYou can use a visual representation of the access plan
for your query to see how the database accesses the data that it needs for the query. You can
look for ways to improve the access plan to shorten query response time.1. Open the access
plan for the query:a. Select a query to analyze the access plan for.b. Click Show > Access
plan.2. Look for ways to improve performance by reviewing the nodes in the access plan:•
Double-click each table object in the graph to see if any tables have old or missing statistics. If
you see the word “Default,” then the statistics do not exist and need to be created. Tables are the
rectangular objects at the end of each branch.• Look for tables that are accessed with table
scans instead of index scans. Table scans are mauve, and index scans are light yellow. Table
scans generally take longer than index scans and could indicate the need for an index or that
any existing indexes are ineffective.• Identify other nodes where the query is consuming the
most resources. Typically, you need to review and so on...The revised task topic, while still
explaining how to access the correct window, focuses more on the users’ actual task. The title is
the same, but now the title accurately reflects the content, which supports users’ needs, not just



their path in the interface.By presenting the information from the perspective of tasks that users
recognize and want to perform, you make the information more relevant to users.Avoid an
unnecessary focus on product featuresContent that is based on users’ goals and tasks is about
what users want to do, whereas content that is based on features is about what the product can
do. Not all features need documentation, and further, many products have features that few or no
users ever use.Don’t let unnecessary feature-focused content creep into your embedded
assistance and topics. As you write, be careful not to “paper the product,” which means be
careful not to document everything a product can do or every object in a product. You will only
end up with a lot of content that users don’t want and don’t need.In the following welcome page,
the descriptions under each key task include nearly everything the product can do:OriginalIn the
original welcome page, users who are getting started are seeing an overly comprehensive list of
tasks and features that they don’t want to think about right now.RevisionIn the revised welcome
page, users can get started down one of three paths, and they don’t have to read about all of the
features that they might, but probably won’t, use in due course as they work on their tax
returns.Maintain your focus on goals and avoid the temptation to document every feature,
component, and restriction of a product. If your product has basic features that are familiar to
most of your users, such as print buttons, report options, or export options, then provide only
necessary embedded assistance. These features are usually extraneous to users’ goals, and
users can get the information they need from the interface.Suppose that a product introduces a
new window for setting preferences so that users can change colors and defaults for their
display. A common documentation mistake is to mention a new feature everywhere it might be of
interest; in this case, that might be as a note in every task topic that mentions steps that are
done in the user interface. However, common sense suggests that users do not want to stop in
the middle of their tasks to go play with the colors of windows.A better approach is to ensure that
the feature is easy to use and that embedded assistance for the feature is available if necessary.
Then, reference that feature in the documentation only when it is a required part of a user-
oriented task. A feature such as a preferences window will likely not need to be referenced at all
except perhaps in a “What’s new” section that is separate from the goal-oriented task
documentation.When you add embedded assistance for a feature, make sure that the
assistance is needed and supports the task that users are doing. The following hover help for a
distribution bar chart explains how to change colors on the bar chart:OriginalThe hover help is
not wrong, but it is about a feature rather than the users’ task.RevisionIn the revision, the hover
help is focused on the task the users are doing when they see the bar chart. Users want to
understand and troubleshoot their workload performance, and so the hover help explains what
the bars show with respect to performance. In this case, the hover help does not tell users how
to do the task, but it does provide information that supports the task.For task topics, keep your
steps focused on the actual user-oriented task. Tasks that try to mention features where they
don’t belong can be easy to spot because they often contain notes or tips or have more detail
than is required for a straightforward step.Avoid littering task steps with feature “advertisements”



unless the features are especially helpful to users as part of the task. Apply a minimalist
approach as discussed in the completeness guideline “Cover each subject in just as much detail
as users need.”The following task topic is about a user-oriented task, but unnecessary details
about features are mixed in with the steps of the task:OriginalRecording a conference call1. Start
the online meeting as you normally would with your conference ID and moderator PIN.2. Turn on
your computer speakers.3. Click Record in the online meeting and then enter the phone
conference number and passcode in the dialog that opens. Do not add a 1 to the beginning of
the phone number.Tip: After you record a conference successfully, this information persists in
future sessions.You will hear a beep when the recording line joins the audio conference. The
beep is an mp3 file that you can change based on your preferences. Several additional beep
sounds are available in the sounds directory of the main folder.4. Turn off your computer
speakers after you hear the beep.5. Click Start Recording.6. Share your screen. After you start
sharing your own screen, you can hand over control of the presentation to one or more
participants just like you normally do. The options are Make Presenter or Stop Sharing.7.
Optional: Click Pause as needed.8. Optional: You can also restart the recording to delete all
previous content by clicking Reset.9. If you need to recover content that was reset, submit a
request within 12 hours with the InfoCompany portal.10. When the call ends, go to your
InfoCompany portal and click Recordings for a list of your recordings. You can send the link to
other team members. You can also delete the recording or edit it with the tools in the
portal.Because most users who are recording conference calls are trying to start a meeting, they
are not interested in how to change the sounds of the beeps. In addition, steps 7, 8, and 9 in the
original task topic are not part of the task. These steps only clutter the procedure by mentioning
features that users might use. If you document every feature like this, your tasks will become
unwieldy, and focus will shift away from the information that users really need.RevisionRecording
a conference call1. Start the online meeting as you normally would with your conference ID and
moderator PIN.2. Turn on your computer speakers.3. Click Record in the online meeting and
then enter the phone conference number and passcode in the dialog that opens. Do not add a 1
to the beginning of the phone number.4. After the recording line joins the audio conference (with
an audible beep), turn off your computer speakers.5. Click Start Recording.6. Share your screen.
After you start sharing your own screen, you can hand over control of the presentation to one or
more participants just like you normally do.7. When the call ends, go to your InfoCompany portal
and click Recordings for a list of your recordings. You can send the link to other team
members.The revision shows the real steps of the task. Users can start their conference call and
move on.Placing too much focus on features can make your content unnecessarily long or, in
some cases, can result in topics or embedded assistance that users don’t need at all. Feature
information that probably does not need to creep into your content includes:• Explaining how to
delete something that users just created• Explaining how to edit something that users just
created• Explaining how to undo something that users just did• Explaining additional ways to do
something that users just did• Detailed instructions for logging on• Detailed instructions for



changing settings• Explaining how to use an obvious feature, like a print buttonAlthough “Focus
on user goals” is a task orientation guideline, the outcome is closely related to the completeness
of your information. Focusing on goals and following scenarios helps you to ensure that your
embedded assistance and user interface support users’ goals and that your documentation is
streamlined to give users what they need.Indicate a practical reason for informationGiving users
the information that they need to reach their goals is only part of task-oriented writing. Users
need to understand why you are giving the information to them—how it is relevant to their
task.Users should never wonder, “But why are you telling me this?” Users need a practical
reason for the information. For example, to state that the records in a file have a certain size
might leave users wondering, “So what?” However, if you tell them that they must build a
collection to hold the file and that the record size affects the way that they do this task, then they
can understand why you are telling them about record size.At first glance, the following sentence
appears to be only descriptive and to have no practical application:OriginalThe BW_Mapping
table in the Data_LM directory contains warning messages that are issued by the web server
when you submit a request.RevisionIf the request does not process as expected, check the
BW_Mapping table to see whether the web server issued any warning messages. The
BW_Mapping table is in the Data_LM directory.Users might glance at the original sentence and
move on because it doesn’t seem relevant. The revised sentence relates the information to the
task of troubleshooting a request so that users understand why the information is significant.The
purpose that information serves must be apparent. In many cases, simply stating the facts can
seem puzzling if you don’t indicate what significance the facts have, as shown in the following
passage:OriginalIf the NORES option is used, the routines are link-edited as part of the load
module. If the RES option is used, the routines are loaded separately.RevisionUse the NORES
option when you have sufficient space for routines to be linkedited as part of your load module.
Use the RES option to save space by loading the routines only when you need them.The original
passage explains what the options do, but it does not relate that information to the users’ task of
deciding which option to use. In the revision, the facts are restated so that users understand
when to use which option.The text for the following choices provides general facts about each
data collection method:OriginalDetails are provided about each method, but the details are not
presented in a way that helps users make a choice. Because the details about the configuration
parameters and agent might not help at all, they are of no use to users here. In addition, the
details for the deprecated method do not clearly imply that the method is
suboptimal.RevisionThe revision provides details that help users with the task of choosing which
method to use. The information about large volumes of data is now phrased in terms of storage
needs so that users understand the implications of choosing the deprecated method.Provide
only the details that users care about. Details that help users complete a task or that explain why
users want to do a task are especially valuable to users, but this kind of information can be
difficult to obtain. Consult with users, technical experts, or domain experts to ensure that you are
providing useful facts and explanations.Provide clear, step-by-step instructionsMost tasks



contain steps. Occasionally, a task has only one step and can be described in a paragraph, but
most tasks are performed as a series of ordered steps. Task orientation extends from the
highest-level goal down to the lowest-level step. Any step that is not clear or not ordered
correctly can cause your users to make mistakes and be unable to complete a task.When you
write task information, you are usually in a position to notice usability problems and suggest
product improvements. For example, you might identify cumbersome steps that can be
streamlined or avoided or steps where users are repeating actions that they’ve already
performed (such as typing a long serial number in more than one window). If you have difficulty
documenting a task, consider whether there might be a problem with the way that the product is
designed. Keep the needs and interests of your users in mind as you write; there is no such thing
as a product that is too usable. When products are designed for usability, users need to rely less
on low-level step information.Low-level step information refers to information that includes each
minor action that users take. At the lowest level, each click requires its own step, and all fields,
keystrokes, clicks, or taps are mentioned regardless of how obvious they are. If you spend a
good deal of your writing time documenting which buttons to click, you are probably not
providing much value to users.Steps such as “Specify today’s date in the field” are generally too
low level for most users, whereas steps such as “Complete the form” are at a more sensible
level. Lower step levels require more resources to write and test. In addition, steps at the lowest
level generally become out of date quickly.The following table shows some possible levels of
step information from the highest to the lowest:Table 3.2 Example progressions from highest-
level to lowest-level stepsIn a task, some low-level steps can be useful to give users markers to
verify that they are on track. In general, however, try to write steps at the highest level that will
work for your users. If the product is designed well and has good embedded assistance, the low-
level instructions about where to click won’t be needed, and you can devote more time to writing
task topics with higher-level steps. Higher-level steps give users a better understanding of what
they are doing in the context of a task or goal and help make the flow of a task or set of tasks
clear.Organize the steps in each task topic from your users’ perspective. For each task that you
write, consider the following questions:• Is every step really an action?• Where does each step
start and end?• Are some steps subordinate to others?• Could some substeps really be
subtasks?• Which steps are optional?• Which steps are conditional?The following guidelines
can help you provide clear, step-by-step instructions:Make each step a clear action for users to
takeGroup steps for usabilityClearly identify steps that are optional or conditionalMake each
step a clear action for users to takeEach step should correspond to an action (high level or low
level) that users perform. Tasks do not discuss interactions between users and the product;
tasks list only the actions that users do to complete their task.A step isn’t really a step unless it
has an action for users to do. In the following set of steps, one item has no user action:Original1.
Submit your application.2. Applications are evaluated in the order received.3. After a few days,
check your portal to view the status of the application.In the original set of steps, step 2
describes how a process works but is not a user action.Revision1. Submit your application.2.



After a few days, check your portal to view the status of the application. Applications are
evaluated in the order received, and responses can take from 3 to 10 days depending on the
number of applications.In the revision, step 2 is combined with step 3 because the original step
2 provided details to help users understand step 3, but it was not a separate step for users to
take.To give clear direction to users, include an imperative verb (a verb that instructs users to
take an action) in the first sentence of every step.When you make style decisions for your
information, you might pick a specific way to phrase step-level information. For example, you
might choose to set the context for your users before stating the action, as in “In the first column
of the table, type the date.” An alternative is to state the user action before setting the context, as
in “Type the date in the first column of the table.” Both approaches include the imperative verb in
the first sentence of the step.Some actions are trickier than others to make into imperative
steps.Original1. Run the update program.2. Start the sample web service.3. The error should no
longer occur.• If the error occurs, repeat step 1 for each module.• If there are no errors, go to
step 4.4. Run the InfoVerify tool to check for viruses.Step 3 of the original set of steps breaks the
rule of including an imperative verb in the first sentence of every step. Step 3 is not a
step.Revision1. Run the update program.2. Start the sample web service and check for errors.3.
If an error occurs, repeat step 1 for each module.4. Run the InfoVerify tool to check for viruses.In
the revision, step 3 includes an imperative verb and is easier to follow.Ensure that the imperative
verb that you use conveys a real action. The action should make sense with respect to the task
and not be overly generic. For example, a step that says “Run the following three commands in
order” is imperative, but it would be more meaningful if it related the action to the purpose of the
task. A more helpful phrasing might be “Set up the server by running the following three
commands in order.” Both approaches use an imperative verb, but the second approach is more
task oriented because it gives a purpose to the step.The following steps use imperative verbs,
but one of them is not very task oriented:Original1. Configure the server to collect data from
application clients.2. For each application, follow these steps:a. Install the extended client
software.b. Open two port numbers between 60000 and 65000.3. On the server, run the
Summary report to verify that data is being collected for each client.Step 2 in the original task
uses follow as the imperative verb, which gives no indication of what the purpose of the step is
going to be.Revision1. Configure the server to collect data from application clients.2. For each
application, configure the client to send data to the server:a. Install the extended client
software.b. Open two port numbers between 60000 and 65000.3. On the server, run the
Summary report to verify that data is being collected for each client.In the revision, step 2 gives
an action that indicates the purpose of the step.Group steps for usabilityGroup steps to help
users relate to the task. If you instruct users to do one action or click after another, then another,
then another, the task can become mind-numbingly obscure. If you can group minor steps
together into a larger step, users can think of the steps in relation to the task that they are
completing.For example, instead of interpreting the steps as “First I click here, then I fill out that
field, then I click over there, then I select an item from a list here,” users can more easily grasp



steps in terms such as “First I set my preferences, and then I specify the server information.” In
this way, you not only help users relate to the steps that they are doing, you also streamline the
steps and make each step easier for users to find.The following steps are in the correct order,
but they don’t correspond to the way that the users think about the task:OriginalTo add a setting
to your profile:1. Select the profile object that you want.2. Right-click and select Properties from
the menu.3. In the Properties window, find the name and path of the profile file.4. Close the
Properties window.5. Open your profile in a text editor.6. Add the setting to your profile file in the
settings section.7. Save the profile file.8. Run the profile command with the -file yourProfileName
option.9. Restart the web browser.The original set of steps gives each step the same weight.
Trivial clicks, such as closing a window, are treated in the same way as steps that are more
significant, such as running the command. The original set of steps ignores the relationship of
each step to its surrounding steps.RevisionTo add a setting to your profile:1. Find the name of
the profile that you need:a. Right-click and select Properties from the menu.b. In the Properties
window, find the name and path of the profile file.2. Update the profile with the new setting:a.
Open your profile in a text editor.b. Add the setting to your profile file in the settings section.3.
Run the profile command with the -file yourProfileName option4. Restart the web browser.The
revised set of steps shows the relationships of some of the steps to each other and shows how
they make up the two higher-level steps: finding the name of the file and updating the file. The
revised set of steps also downplays some of the trivial steps by merging them or omitting them.
Where the original set of steps shows a linear progression of one action or click after another,
the revised set of steps shows what each step accomplishes toward completing the whole task.
Also, by combining the steps into higher-level steps, the revision reduces the number of
steps.Unordered, or bulleted, lists provide another way to subordinate information or actions in
steps. Use unordered lists only for steps that are not sequential, and be sure that unordered lists
support the flow of the task.The following steps use unordered lists to try to get both new users
and returning users through the same path:OriginalTo change the amount of your loan:1. Log in
to your student portal and review your loan information.2. Choose the option to modify your loan
and complete the fields and submit the changes:• If you have a signature PIN, click Submit and
specify your PIN.• If you do not yet have a signature PIN, click Save Only. You will need to return
to this page when you have your PIN. If you do not yet have a signature on file, complete form
10235 and sign and fax it. A PIN will be sent to your student email account within two business
days.3. Review your student account. Changes to the loan will affect your other balances, and
you might owe additional tuition, or you might be due a refund.In the original set of steps, step 2
directs both new users and users who already have a PIN to fill out a form that only users who
have a PIN can complete. The original steps are not focused on the flow of the task for the new
users.RevisionTo change the amount of your loan:1. Log in to your student portal and review
your loan information.2. If you do not yet have a signature PIN on file, complete form 10235 and
sign and fax it. A PIN will be sent to your student email account within two business days.3. From
your student portal, choose the option to modify your loan and complete the fields and submit



the changes. You must have a signature PIN to submit the changes.4. Review your student
account. Changes to the loan will affect your other balances, and you might owe additional
tuition, or you might be due a refund.In the revised set of steps, step 2 is used to prepare the
new users for the remaining steps. Thus both types of users can follow one clear set of steps.
For information about addressing a primary and secondary audience, see the completeness
guideline “Provide appropriate detail for your users and their experience level” on page
123.When you use sublists to group steps, be sure to use the right type of sublist for the
situation. The following example shows a step divided into substeps:Original2. Copy the
contents of the file system from the source disk to the target disk. The steps that you use depend
on the location of the target disk:a. If the target disk is accessible from the source computer, run
the copyfilesystem command.b. If the target disk is not accessible from the source computer, run
the copyfilesystem -tmb command to copy the contents of the source disk to tape, and then use
the copyfilesystem -tmb command to copy the contents from the tape to the target disk.Chapter
3. Task orientationDon’t tell me how it works; tell me how to use it.—An IBM customerTask
orientation is a focus on users’ goals and the tasks that support those goals. You rarely help your
users when you tell them only how a product works or how it is structured. Your users have a job
to do, so they need practical information that helps them understand and complete their tasks.If
your goal is to put your child’s bicycle together the night before his birthday, you don’t want to
learn about how sturdy the tires are or what materials were used to make them. You want the
steps to get from a box of pieces to an assembled bike in as little time as possible.Task
orientation applies well beyond step-based, procedural information. The text in user interfaces,
such as in labels and error messages, and the text in concept and reference topics also need to
be written from the perspective of your users’ goals. Task-oriented writing keeps users “on
task.”To make information task oriented, follow these guidelines:Write for the intended
audiencePresent information from the users’ point of viewFocus on users’ goalsIndicate a
practical reason for informationProvide clear, step-by-step instructionsWrite for the intended
audienceWhen you plan what information to write, be sure that you have a clear understanding
of your audience. For example, if you are writing for system architects, you might include only
high-level tasks, such as evaluating and planning, or a high-level view of other tasks. Similarly, if
you are writing for end users, avoid tasks that are appropriate for product administrators and
focus on the tasks that end users do.Write for the intended audienceWhen you plan what
information to write, be sure that you have a clear understanding of your audience. For example,
if you are writing for system architects, you might include only high-level tasks, such as
evaluating and planning, or a high-level view of other tasks. Similarly, if you are writing for end
users, avoid tasks that are appropriate for product administrators and focus on the tasks that
end users do.Be sure that the information that you include in your topics and embedded
assistance is relevant to the needs of your audience. For example, your product might have a
powerful data analytics system, but a description of that system is of little interest to the person
who is installing one of the product components on a client.The following simple task is



explained in detail. However, users who want to customize settings are experienced users and
therefore do not need help performing simple tasks. This information will frustrate all but the
most patient experienced users.Original1. Open the directory.2. Click the infodir folder.3. Right-
click the settings.def file and select Edit from the menu.4. Change the settings that you want in
the file.5. Click File > Save to save the file.6. Click File > Close to close the editor.1. Open the
directory.2. Click the infodir folder.3. Right-click the settings.def file and select Edit from the
menu.4. Change the settings that you want in the file.5. Click File > Save to save the file.6. Click
File > Close to close the editor.RevisionTo customize your settings, edit the infodir/settings.def
file.To customize your settings, edit the infodir/settings.def file.In the revision, the task is handled
much more simply. The revision quickly provides users with the information that they need
because it is written for the skill level of the audience.If you don’t understand your audience, then
you won’t know what kind of assistance to provide for the user interface. Embedded assistance
is useless if it is directed at the wrong audience, and in some cases it can be misleading. The
text in the second paragraph of the following error message for a bank website is not meant for
bank customers:OriginalThe second paragraph should never be viewed by the bank customers,
who have no knowledge of a database and no interest in contacting a database administrator to
troubleshoot an error with the website. Bank customers might also be concerned to read that
transactions are rolling back if the customers assume that the transactions that are mentioned in
the error message are bank transactions and not database transactions.RevisionThe revised
error message tells the bank customers only what they need to know.Present information from
the users’ point of viewWriting information from the users’ point of view brings users into the
story so that they understand how information relates to them. Such information is
predominantly written in second person and uses active voice. It also uses verbs that denote
actions that users do as opposed to actions that the product does.Present information from the
users’ point of viewWriting information from the users’ point of view brings users into the story so
that they understand how information relates to them. Such information is predominantly written
in second person and uses active voice. It also uses verbs that denote actions that users do as
opposed to actions that the product does.The following passage leaves users out of the story
altogether:OriginalSubsequent installation of the HIGS feature allows InfoProduct to run
unattended.Subsequent installation of the HIGS feature allows InfoProduct to run
unattended.The original passage is indefinite about who does the action and why. Users can’t
tell how the information in the original passage pertains to them.RevisionIf you want to run
InfoProduct unattended, you must install the HIGS feature. You can install the HIGS feature after
you install InfoProduct.If you want to run InfoProduct unattended, you must install the HIGS
feature. You can install the HIGS feature after you install InfoProduct.The revision adds users to
the story and explains what they need to do to run the product unattended. Notice that improving
the task orientation also improves the clarity of the passage.The following text is shown at the
top of a list of recommendations that energy customers receive after they run tools to assess
their home energy consumption:OriginalThe original text wastes customers’ time because it



provides information about prerequisite steps that customers already completed. It even
mentions checking whether the company technicians installed the meter correctly, which is
hardly something energy customers are qualified to do.RevisionThe revised text presents only
information that makes sense based on the customers’ position in the task. In addition, some
descriptive text about the order of recommendations is removed because it describes what
customers can already see.If you use the product, you will have a better idea of the point of view
of your users, and you can present targeted embedded assistance. You might find places where
it would help to add an example below a field, where an error message could include actions for
users to complete, or where a label could be more specific. You might also find places in the
product where programmatic assistance could reduce work for users.In the following window,
some of the text in the hover help is presented from the point of view of someone who is coding
the product, not of someone who is using the product:OriginalThe original hover help for the
Database user ID field contains information about how many characters user IDs can contain.
However, users are being asked to enter an existing user ID for a database. Obviously, an
existing user ID already follows the character restrictions for the operating system. The
information about character restrictions is presented from the point of view of the product
developer, who needs to know how many characters to expect in the field.RevisionIn the
revision, the information that users do not need is removed. Users are no longer provided with
the unnecessary reminder about character restrictions.Error messages should be written
specifically to accommodate users’ situations. When you work with your product, make some
mistakes on purpose to see whether the error messages are presented from the users’ point of
view. Not all error messages can be found by working with the product, so you also need to
review your product’s error strings and do some investigating.The following error message is
vague and is not written from the perspective of users:OriginalYou can fix terse and unhelpful
messages such as this one by doing some investigating. Determine what task users are trying to
do, what reasons might cause the error, and how users can fix this problem.RevisionThe
revision looks like a completely different message. If you take the time to learn the real reason
that the product is unable to find the database, you can provide a much more useful error
message. In this case, users don’t care that the product can’t find the database. The mapping of
the workload to the database is in the wrong format. From the users’ perspective, the problem
can be solved by updating the mappings for the workload, and that’s all users need to
know.Focus on users’ goalsIt’s relatively easy to write about the details of a product, such as
menu choices or report types, or to describe the simplest tasks for a product, such as logging in
or changing preferences. However, if a task is easy to understand and describe, the
documentation for that task is probably not very helpful to your users. You make the most impact
if you ignore the easy details and simple tasks and focus on what matters most to your users—
their goals.Focus on users’ goalsIt’s relatively easy to write about the details of a product, such
as menu choices or report types, or to describe the simplest tasks for a product, such as logging
in or changing preferences. However, if a task is easy to understand and describe, the



documentation for that task is probably not very helpful to your users. You make the most impact
if you ignore the easy details and simple tasks and focus on what matters most to your users—
their goals.Goals are not the same as tasks. A goal is an outcome that users want, and a task is
an activity that users do. Achieving a goal generally involves doing multiple tasks. For example,
users who log in to a dating website have a goal of finding a compatible person to date. These
users might need to do many tasks on the website to reach their goal, such as creating a profile,
reading through profiles of suggested matches, and making plans to meet. Users might also
need to do some tasks outside the website, such as getting a haircut and finding the perfect
photo to upload.One way to ensure that your information is focused on goals is to base your
information on scenarios. As explained in the concreteness guideline “Use scenarios to illustrate
tasks and to provide overviews,” a scenario is a story, often in the form of a high-level task, that
shows how a product contributes to solving a business problem. Scenarios typically present a
narrative of how a problem is solved in a real setting. They are commonly used in marketing or
overview information but can also be used in tutorials or in place of examples.Scenario-based
information is information that is designed and written to support users’ progress through
scenarios to achieve goals. When you write scenario-based information, instead of thinking of a
scenario as one topic that you write, you think of a scenario as the basis for everything that you
write. You identify the key goals for users of the product, and then for each goal, you create a
scenario, or path, for how users will accomplish the goal.Know the goals of your users and follow
the path through the products yourself. You might use multiple components or other products to
complete the scenario. The path might involve several large, medium, and small tasks, and you
need to learn how to do all of them. By following the path yourself, you can ensure that the
embedded assistance is clear and supports the goal, and you can learn and document the
necessary steps to get users from the beginning of the scenario to the end.If you encounter any
obstacles in the scenario, work with the design and development teams to address the problems
before they become obstacles for users. You can improve the user experience through the
scenario in these areas:Product designUse your findings to ensure that the product design
supports the path through the scenarios. For example, you might suggest wizards, welcome
page content, or links to ensure that the path to start each key scenario is clear.Product
integrationLook for ways to improve the integration between the products that are involved in the
scenario. For example, because you know the point in the scenario when users will start to use
another product, provide a link to open that product or provide a message to tell them how to
start the other product and what to do. Look for opportunities to share information such as user
names or account numbers between related products so that users don’t need to provide details
twice.To focus on users’ goals, follow these guidelines:Identify tasks that support users’
goalsWrite user-oriented task topics, not function-oriented task topicsAvoid an unnecessary
focus on product featuresIdentify tasks that support users’ goalsAlthough users can probably do
many tasks with your product, be sure that you provide sufficient embedded assistance and
documentation for the tasks that support your users’ goals. To identify the tasks that are



associated with a goal, start with a high-level task that corresponds to the goal. For example, for
the goal of securing company data, use “Securing company data” as the high-level task in your
topic model. Divide the high-level task into groups of lower-level tasks that support the goal,
such as setting up user access and setting up firewalls. Each of these tasks might also be
divided into still lower-level tasks until you have an organized list of tasks in your model.Identify
tasks that support users’ goalsAlthough users can probably do many tasks with your product, be
sure that you provide sufficient embedded assistance and documentation for the tasks that
support your users’ goals. To identify the tasks that are associated with a goal, start with a high-
level task that corresponds to the goal. For example, for the goal of securing company data, use
“Securing company data” as the high-level task in your topic model. Divide the high-level task
into groups of lower-level tasks that support the goal, such as setting up user access and setting
up firewalls. Each of these tasks might also be divided into still lower-level tasks until you have
an organized list of tasks in your model.Each task in your model should be discrete and
therefore make sense by itself to users. For example, creating an account for a retail website is a
discrete task that makes sense for users to do. The action of selecting a user ID and password
might be a step of a task, but it is not a task on its own.Carefully consider the list of tasks in your
model to determine which tasks users can do easily and which tasks you need to document in
task topics. If you have good embedded assistance, many tasks will not need topics that provide
step-level information. In addition, embedded assistance might replace the need to provide extra
steps in the task topics that you do write.If you are writing scenario-based information, you focus
only on the tasks in the model that are part of the scenario path to achieve the goal. Although
many tasks might support the goal or be related to the goal, you keep only the tasks that are part
of the scenario in your model.For the goal of creating a photo book, you might identify a scenario
in which an existing user creates a project, uploads photos, plays with options for backgrounds,
captions, and photo placement, and then orders a printed copy of the book. The following table
shows some tasks that users might do when they create a photo book. Notice that a few of the
tasks are not part of this particular scenario.Table 3.1 Tasks associated with a goal of creating a
photo bookTable 3.1 Tasks associated with a goal of creating a photo bookFor a scenario-based
model, the tasks that are not associated with the scenario are removed from the model. In this
case, only one high-level task topic was needed. The high-level task topic will probably have a
step for each row of the table that is part of the scenario. The tasks in these rows rely on effective
embedded assistance and so can be done by users without the need to read additional topics.
Therefore, the high-level task in this case will have steps but not child task topics.Write user-
oriented task topics, not function-oriented task topicsAny task topic that you do write should be
written from a perspective that users can relate to. A user-oriented task is a task that users want
to perform regardless of whether they are using your product to do it. In contrast, tasks that are
about using the product, service, or technology are function-oriented tasks.Write user-oriented
task topics, not function-oriented task topicsAny task topic that you do write should be written
from a perspective that users can relate to. A user-oriented task is a task that users want to



perform regardless of whether they are using your product to do it. In contrast, tasks that are
about using the product, service, or technology are function-oriented tasks.Examples of task
topics that are function oriented and corresponding task topics that are user oriented are shown
in the following table:When you work on a product for months, you might forget that users’ tasks
are not necessarily the same as product functions. Ensure that each task topic that you plan to
write is user oriented, not function oriented. Tasks that start with “Using” or “Working with” are
probably function oriented.The following topic has a list of links to low-level task topics about all
of the minor actions that users can take with an object in the product:Working with triggersYou
use triggers to automatically monitor the critical processes in your enterprise. The product polls
for records that meet the criteria for the trigger. If a match is found, the appropriate action is
taken.Creating triggersYou create a trigger to monitor time-sensitive records that could require
action.Validating triggersYou must validate a trigger record before you can activate it.Activating
triggersYou can activate a trigger record that has at least one trigger point and one action
defined for each trigger point.Modifying triggersYou can change existing triggers.Copying
triggersYou can copy an existing trigger to create a similar trigger.Deactivating triggersYou
deactivate a trigger record to modify the trigger.Deleting triggersYou can delete triggers with the
Delete button.Parent topic: Administering InfoTriggerWorking with triggersYou use triggers to
automatically monitor the critical processes in your enterprise. The product polls for records that
meet the criteria for the trigger. If a match is found, the appropriate action is taken.Creating
triggersYou create a trigger to monitor time-sensitive records that could require action.Validating
triggersYou must validate a trigger record before you can activate it.Activating triggersYou can
activate a trigger record that has at least one trigger point and one action defined for each trigger
point.Modifying triggersYou can change existing triggers.Copying triggersYou can copy an
existing trigger to create a similar trigger.Deactivating triggersYou deactivate a trigger record to
modify the trigger.Deleting triggersYou can delete triggers with the Delete button.Parent topic:
Administering InfoTriggerThis list of task topics assumes that users want detailed steps for all
the actions they might take for a trigger or that users are examining the interface and wondering
what each option does. This type of information might be appropriate in embedded assistance,
but it’s not appropriate for task topics. Focusing the task topics on the triggers makes the topics
function oriented. A user-oriented task topic would explain how to set up automatic monitoring
for critical processes, and it would mention triggers but would not be about triggers.Many
products are designed or assembled one object or function at a time rather than around user
scenarios. If the information is also written or assembled by object or function, then it’s easy to
end up writing tasks from the perspective of the function, widget, utility, or command and lose
sight of users’ goals. In addition, because function-oriented content can be much easier to write
than user-oriented, goal-focused content, the user-oriented tasks are often not written at all, and
users are left to figure out how to achieve their goals on their own.In the following task topic, the
task is described in product-specific terms:OriginalUsing the Infolnstaller toolInfolnstaller is a
tool that you use to install InfoProduct. Using the Infolnstaller tool to install InfoProduct takes



about 20 minutes.To use the Infolnstaller tool:1. Open the Infolnstaller tool by entering infoinst at
the command line.2. Complete the Infolnstaller window by specifying the installation parameters.
When you click OK, Infolnstaller installs InfoProduct.Using the Infolnstaller toolInfolnstaller is a
tool that you use to install InfoProduct. Using the Infolnstaller tool to install InfoProduct takes
about 20 minutes.To use the Infolnstaller tool:1. Open the Infolnstaller tool by entering infoinst at
the command line.2. Complete the Infolnstaller window by specifying the installation parameters.
When you click OK, Infolnstaller installs InfoProduct.The original topic title and content assume
that users understand the task in terms of the tool that they need to use to do the task. Although
some users might know what the InfoInstaller tool is, all users know what installation
is.RevisionInstalling InfoProductInstalling InfoProduct takes about 20 minutes.To install
InfoProduct:1. Enter infoinst at the command line to open the Infolnstaller window.2. Follow the
prompts to specify the installation options for your computer and then click OK to install
InfoProduct.Installing InfoProductInstalling InfoProduct takes about 20 minutes.To install
InfoProduct:1. Enter infoinst at the command line to open the Infolnstaller window.2. Follow the
prompts to specify the installation options for your computer and then click OK to install
InfoProduct.The revised introduction and steps separate the task from the tool so that users can
relate to the real task of installing the product instead of to the tool that they are using.You also
need to be sure that the task topics that you plan to write really address the goals or needs of
users. The title of the following topic makes it look like a user-oriented task, but the task is
presented in terms of getting to the window that is used to do the task:OriginalAnalyzing an
access planYou can view a visual representation of the access plan for your query to see how
the database accesses the data that it needs for the query.1. Select a query to analyze the
access plan for.2. Click Show > Access plan.3. View the graph in the Access Plan Graph window
that opens and optimize the access plan as needed.If you want to view the plan for another
query, go back and select another query.Analyzing an access planYou can view a visual
representation of the access plan for your query to see how the database accesses the data that
it needs for the query.1. Select a query to analyze the access plan for.2. Click Show > Access
plan.3. View the graph in the Access Plan Graph window that opens and optimize the access
plan as needed.If you want to view the plan for another query, go back and select another
query.The original topic has a title that sounds like a task, but the steps show users how to get to
the product window and then stop as if the task ends as soon as users get to the window. The
topic never explains how to do the task of analyzing the access plan. Imagine how frustrated
users will be when they are faced with a big task but find that the only documentation tells them
what they already know. The final sentence is especially useless. Why would users care about
starting over if they haven’t learned how to do their task in the first place?RevisionAnalyzing an
access planYou can use a visual representation of the access plan for your query to see how the
database accesses the data that it needs for the query. You can look for ways to improve the
access plan to shorten query response time.1. Open the access plan for the query:a. Select a
query to analyze the access plan for.b. Click Show > Access plan.2. Look for ways to improve



performance by reviewing the nodes in the access plan:• Double-click each table object in the
graph to see if any tables have old or missing statistics. If you see the word “Default,” then the
statistics do not exist and need to be created. Tables are the rectangular objects at the end of
each branch.• Look for tables that are accessed with table scans instead of index scans. Table
scans are mauve, and index scans are light yellow. Table scans generally take longer than index
scans and could indicate the need for an index or that any existing indexes are ineffective.•
Identify other nodes where the query is consuming the most resources. Typically, you need to
review and so on...Analyzing an access planYou can use a visual representation of the access
plan for your query to see how the database accesses the data that it needs for the query. You
can look for ways to improve the access plan to shorten query response time.1. Open the
access plan for the query:a. Select a query to analyze the access plan for.b. Click Show >
Access plan.2. Look for ways to improve performance by reviewing the nodes in the access
plan:• Double-click each table object in the graph to see if any tables have old or missing
statistics. If you see the word “Default,” then the statistics do not exist and need to be created.
Tables are the rectangular objects at the end of each branch.• Look for tables that are accessed
with table scans instead of index scans. Table scans are mauve, and index scans are light
yellow. Table scans generally take longer than index scans and could indicate the need for an
index or that any existing indexes are ineffective.• Identify other nodes where the query is
consuming the most resources. Typically, you need to review and so on...The revised task topic,
while still explaining how to access the correct window, focuses more on the users’ actual task.
The title is the same, but now the title accurately reflects the content, which supports users’
needs, not just their path in the interface.By presenting the information from the perspective of
tasks that users recognize and want to perform, you make the information more relevant to
users.Avoid an unnecessary focus on product featuresContent that is based on users’ goals and
tasks is about what users want to do, whereas content that is based on features is about what
the product can do. Not all features need documentation, and further, many products have
features that few or no users ever use.Avoid an unnecessary focus on product featuresContent
that is based on users’ goals and tasks is about what users want to do, whereas content that is
based on features is about what the product can do. Not all features need documentation, and
further, many products have features that few or no users ever use.Don’t let unnecessary feature-
focused content creep into your embedded assistance and topics. As you write, be careful not to
“paper the product,” which means be careful not to document everything a product can do or
every object in a product. You will only end up with a lot of content that users don’t want and
don’t need.In the following welcome page, the descriptions under each key task include nearly
everything the product can do:OriginalIn the original welcome page, users who are getting
started are seeing an overly comprehensive list of tasks and features that they don’t want to
think about right now.RevisionIn the revised welcome page, users can get started down one of
three paths, and they don’t have to read about all of the features that they might, but probably
won’t, use in due course as they work on their tax returns.Maintain your focus on goals and



avoid the temptation to document every feature, component, and restriction of a product. If your
product has basic features that are familiar to most of your users, such as print buttons, report
options, or export options, then provide only necessary embedded assistance. These features
are usually extraneous to users’ goals, and users can get the information they need from the
interface.Suppose that a product introduces a new window for setting preferences so that users
can change colors and defaults for their display. A common documentation mistake is to mention
a new feature everywhere it might be of interest; in this case, that might be as a note in every
task topic that mentions steps that are done in the user interface. However, common sense
suggests that users do not want to stop in the middle of their tasks to go play with the colors of
windows.A better approach is to ensure that the feature is easy to use and that embedded
assistance for the feature is available if necessary. Then, reference that feature in the
documentation only when it is a required part of a user-oriented task. A feature such as a
preferences window will likely not need to be referenced at all except perhaps in a “What’s new”
section that is separate from the goal-oriented task documentation.When you add embedded
assistance for a feature, make sure that the assistance is needed and supports the task that
users are doing. The following hover help for a distribution bar chart explains how to change
colors on the bar chart:OriginalThe hover help is not wrong, but it is about a feature rather than
the users’ task.RevisionIn the revision, the hover help is focused on the task the users are doing
when they see the bar chart. Users want to understand and troubleshoot their workload
performance, and so the hover help explains what the bars show with respect to performance. In
this case, the hover help does not tell users how to do the task, but it does provide information
that supports the task.For task topics, keep your steps focused on the actual user-oriented task.
Tasks that try to mention features where they don’t belong can be easy to spot because they
often contain notes or tips or have more detail than is required for a straightforward step.Avoid
littering task steps with feature “advertisements” unless the features are especially helpful to
users as part of the task. Apply a minimalist approach as discussed in the completeness
guideline “Cover each subject in just as much detail as users need.”The following task topic is
about a user-oriented task, but unnecessary details about features are mixed in with the steps of
the task:OriginalRecording a conference call1. Start the online meeting as you normally would
with your conference ID and moderator PIN.2. Turn on your computer speakers.3. Click Record
in the online meeting and then enter the phone conference number and passcode in the dialog
that opens. Do not add a 1 to the beginning of the phone number.Tip: After you record a
conference successfully, this information persists in future sessions.You will hear a beep when
the recording line joins the audio conference. The beep is an mp3 file that you can change
based on your preferences. Several additional beep sounds are available in the sounds directory
of the main folder.4. Turn off your computer speakers after you hear the beep.5. Click Start
Recording.6. Share your screen. After you start sharing your own screen, you can hand over
control of the presentation to one or more participants just like you normally do. The options are
Make Presenter or Stop Sharing.7. Optional: Click Pause as needed.8. Optional: You can also



restart the recording to delete all previous content by clicking Reset.9. If you need to recover
content that was reset, submit a request within 12 hours with the InfoCompany portal.10. When
the call ends, go to your InfoCompany portal and click Recordings for a list of your recordings.
You can send the link to other team members. You can also delete the recording or edit it with
the tools in the portal.Recording a conference call1. Start the online meeting as you normally
would with your conference ID and moderator PIN.2. Turn on your computer speakers.3. Click
Record in the online meeting and then enter the phone conference number and passcode in the
dialog that opens. Do not add a 1 to the beginning of the phone number.Tip: After you record a
conference successfully, this information persists in future sessions.You will hear a beep when
the recording line joins the audio conference. The beep is an mp3 file that you can change
based on your preferences. Several additional beep sounds are available in the sounds directory
of the main folder.4. Turn off your computer speakers after you hear the beep.5. Click Start
Recording.6. Share your screen. After you start sharing your own screen, you can hand over
control of the presentation to one or more participants just like you normally do. The options are
Make Presenter or Stop Sharing.7. Optional: Click Pause as needed.8. Optional: You can also
restart the recording to delete all previous content by clicking Reset.9. If you need to recover
content that was reset, submit a request within 12 hours with the InfoCompany portal.10. When
the call ends, go to your InfoCompany portal and click Recordings for a list of your recordings.
You can send the link to other team members. You can also delete the recording or edit it with
the tools in the portal.Because most users who are recording conference calls are trying to start
a meeting, they are not interested in how to change the sounds of the beeps. In addition, steps
7, 8, and 9 in the original task topic are not part of the task. These steps only clutter the
procedure by mentioning features that users might use. If you document every feature like this,
your tasks will become unwieldy, and focus will shift away from the information that users really
need.RevisionRecording a conference call1. Start the online meeting as you normally would with
your conference ID and moderator PIN.2. Turn on your computer speakers.3. Click Record in the
online meeting and then enter the phone conference number and passcode in the dialog that
opens. Do not add a 1 to the beginning of the phone number.4. After the recording line joins the
audio conference (with an audible beep), turn off your computer speakers.5. Click Start
Recording.6. Share your screen. After you start sharing your own screen, you can hand over
control of the presentation to one or more participants just like you normally do.7. When the call
ends, go to your InfoCompany portal and click Recordings for a list of your recordings. You can
send the link to other team members.Recording a conference call1. Start the online meeting as
you normally would with your conference ID and moderator PIN.2. Turn on your computer
speakers.3. Click Record in the online meeting and then enter the phone conference number
and passcode in the dialog that opens. Do not add a 1 to the beginning of the phone number.4.
After the recording line joins the audio conference (with an audible beep), turn off your computer
speakers.5. Click Start Recording.6. Share your screen. After you start sharing your own screen,
you can hand over control of the presentation to one or more participants just like you normally



do.7. When the call ends, go to your InfoCompany portal and click Recordings for a list of your
recordings. You can send the link to other team members.The revision shows the real steps of
the task. Users can start their conference call and move on.Placing too much focus on features
can make your content unnecessarily long or, in some cases, can result in topics or embedded
assistance that users don’t need at all. Feature information that probably does not need to creep
into your content includes:• Explaining how to delete something that users just created•
Explaining how to edit something that users just created• Explaining how to undo something that
users just did• Explaining additional ways to do something that users just did• Detailed
instructions for logging on• Detailed instructions for changing settings• Explaining how to use an
obvious feature, like a print buttonAlthough “Focus on user goals” is a task orientation guideline,
the outcome is closely related to the completeness of your information. Focusing on goals and
following scenarios helps you to ensure that your embedded assistance and user interface
support users’ goals and that your documentation is streamlined to give users what they
need.Indicate a practical reason for informationGiving users the information that they need to
reach their goals is only part of task-oriented writing. Users need to understand why you are
giving the information to them—how it is relevant to their task.Indicate a practical reason for
informationGiving users the information that they need to reach their goals is only part of task-
oriented writing. Users need to understand why you are giving the information to them—how it is
relevant to their task.Users should never wonder, “But why are you telling me this?” Users need
a practical reason for the information. For example, to state that the records in a file have a
certain size might leave users wondering, “So what?” However, if you tell them that they must
build a collection to hold the file and that the record size affects the way that they do this task,
then they can understand why you are telling them about record size.At first glance, the following
sentence appears to be only descriptive and to have no practical application:OriginalThe
BW_Mapping table in the Data_LM directory contains warning messages that are issued by the
web server when you submit a request.The BW_Mapping table in the Data_LM directory
contains warning messages that are issued by the web server when you submit a
request.RevisionIf the request does not process as expected, check the BW_Mapping table to
see whether the web server issued any warning messages. The BW_Mapping table is in the
Data_LM directory.If the request does not process as expected, check the BW_Mapping table to
see whether the web server issued any warning messages. The BW_Mapping table is in the
Data_LM directory.Users might glance at the original sentence and move on because it doesn’t
seem relevant. The revised sentence relates the information to the task of troubleshooting a
request so that users understand why the information is significant.The purpose that information
serves must be apparent. In many cases, simply stating the facts can seem puzzling if you don’t
indicate what significance the facts have, as shown in the following passage:OriginalIf the
NORES option is used, the routines are link-edited as part of the load module. If the RES option
is used, the routines are loaded separately.If the NORES option is used, the routines are link-
edited as part of the load module. If the RES option is used, the routines are loaded



separately.RevisionUse the NORES option when you have sufficient space for routines to be
linkedited as part of your load module. Use the RES option to save space by loading the routines
only when you need them.Use the NORES option when you have sufficient space for routines to
be linkedited as part of your load module. Use the RES option to save space by loading the
routines only when you need them.The original passage explains what the options do, but it
does not relate that information to the users’ task of deciding which option to use. In the revision,
the facts are restated so that users understand when to use which option.The text for the
following choices provides general facts about each data collection method:OriginalDetails are
provided about each method, but the details are not presented in a way that helps users make a
choice. Because the details about the configuration parameters and agent might not help at all,
they are of no use to users here. In addition, the details for the deprecated method do not clearly
imply that the method is suboptimal.RevisionThe revision provides details that help users with
the task of choosing which method to use. The information about large volumes of data is now
phrased in terms of storage needs so that users understand the implications of choosing the
deprecated method.Provide only the details that users care about. Details that help users
complete a task or that explain why users want to do a task are especially valuable to users, but
this kind of information can be difficult to obtain. Consult with users, technical experts, or domain
experts to ensure that you are providing useful facts and explanations.Provide clear, step-by-
step instructionsMost tasks contain steps. Occasionally, a task has only one step and can be
described in a paragraph, but most tasks are performed as a series of ordered steps. Task
orientation extends from the highest-level goal down to the lowest-level step. Any step that is not
clear or not ordered correctly can cause your users to make mistakes and be unable to complete
a task.Provide clear, step-by-step instructionsMost tasks contain steps. Occasionally, a task has
only one step and can be described in a paragraph, but most tasks are performed as a series of
ordered steps. Task orientation extends from the highest-level goal down to the lowest-level step.
Any step that is not clear or not ordered correctly can cause your users to make mistakes and be
unable to complete a task.When you write task information, you are usually in a position to
notice usability problems and suggest product improvements. For example, you might identify
cumbersome steps that can be streamlined or avoided or steps where users are repeating
actions that they’ve already performed (such as typing a long serial number in more than one
window). If you have difficulty documenting a task, consider whether there might be a problem
with the way that the product is designed. Keep the needs and interests of your users in mind as
you write; there is no such thing as a product that is too usable. When products are designed for
usability, users need to rely less on low-level step information.Low-level step information refers
to information that includes each minor action that users take. At the lowest level, each click
requires its own step, and all fields, keystrokes, clicks, or taps are mentioned regardless of how
obvious they are. If you spend a good deal of your writing time documenting which buttons to
click, you are probably not providing much value to users.Steps such as “Specify today’s date in
the field” are generally too low level for most users, whereas steps such as “Complete the form”



are at a more sensible level. Lower step levels require more resources to write and test. In
addition, steps at the lowest level generally become out of date quickly.The following table
shows some possible levels of step information from the highest to the lowest:Table 3.2 Example
progressions from highest-level to lowest-level stepsTable 3.2 Example progressions from
highest-level to lowest-level stepsIn a task, some low-level steps can be useful to give users
markers to verify that they are on track. In general, however, try to write steps at the highest level
that will work for your users. If the product is designed well and has good embedded assistance,
the low-level instructions about where to click won’t be needed, and you can devote more time
to writing task topics with higher-level steps. Higher-level steps give users a better
understanding of what they are doing in the context of a task or goal and help make the flow of a
task or set of tasks clear.Organize the steps in each task topic from your users’ perspective. For
each task that you write, consider the following questions:• Is every step really an action?•
Where does each step start and end?• Are some steps subordinate to others?• Could some
substeps really be subtasks?• Which steps are optional?• Which steps are conditional?The
following guidelines can help you provide clear, step-by-step instructions:Make each step a
clear action for users to takeGroup steps for usabilityClearly identify steps that are optional or
conditionalMake each step a clear action for users to takeEach step should correspond to an
action (high level or low level) that users perform. Tasks do not discuss interactions between
users and the product; tasks list only the actions that users do to complete their task.Make each
step a clear action for users to takeEach step should correspond to an action (high level or low
level) that users perform. Tasks do not discuss interactions between users and the product;
tasks list only the actions that users do to complete their task.A step isn’t really a step unless it
has an action for users to do. In the following set of steps, one item has no user action:Original1.
Submit your application.2. Applications are evaluated in the order received.3. After a few days,
check your portal to view the status of the application.1. Submit your application.2. Applications
are evaluated in the order received.3. After a few days, check your portal to view the status of the
application.In the original set of steps, step 2 describes how a process works but is not a user
action.Revision1. Submit your application.2. After a few days, check your portal to view the
status of the application. Applications are evaluated in the order received, and responses can
take from 3 to 10 days depending on the number of applications.1. Submit your application.2.
After a few days, check your portal to view the status of the application. Applications are
evaluated in the order received, and responses can take from 3 to 10 days depending on the
number of applications.In the revision, step 2 is combined with step 3 because the original step
2 provided details to help users understand step 3, but it was not a separate step for users to
take.To give clear direction to users, include an imperative verb (a verb that instructs users to
take an action) in the first sentence of every step.When you make style decisions for your
information, you might pick a specific way to phrase step-level information. For example, you
might choose to set the context for your users before stating the action, as in “In the first column
of the table, type the date.” An alternative is to state the user action before setting the context, as



in “Type the date in the first column of the table.” Both approaches include the imperative verb in
the first sentence of the step.Some actions are trickier than others to make into imperative
steps.Original1. Run the update program.2. Start the sample web service.3. The error should no
longer occur.• If the error occurs, repeat step 1 for each module.• If there are no errors, go to
step 4.4. Run the InfoVerify tool to check for viruses.1. Run the update program.2. Start the
sample web service.3. The error should no longer occur.• If the error occurs, repeat step 1 for
each module.• If there are no errors, go to step 4.4. Run the InfoVerify tool to check for
viruses.Step 3 of the original set of steps breaks the rule of including an imperative verb in the
first sentence of every step. Step 3 is not a step.Revision1. Run the update program.2. Start the
sample web service and check for errors.3. If an error occurs, repeat step 1 for each module.4.
Run the InfoVerify tool to check for viruses.1. Run the update program.2. Start the sample web
service and check for errors.3. If an error occurs, repeat step 1 for each module.4. Run the
InfoVerify tool to check for viruses.In the revision, step 3 includes an imperative verb and is
easier to follow.Ensure that the imperative verb that you use conveys a real action. The action
should make sense with respect to the task and not be overly generic. For example, a step that
says “Run the following three commands in order” is imperative, but it would be more meaningful
if it related the action to the purpose of the task. A more helpful phrasing might be “Set up the
server by running the following three commands in order.” Both approaches use an imperative
verb, but the second approach is more task oriented because it gives a purpose to the step.The
following steps use imperative verbs, but one of them is not very task oriented:Original1.
Configure the server to collect data from application clients.2. For each application, follow these
steps:a. Install the extended client software.b. Open two port numbers between 60000 and
65000.3. On the server, run the Summary report to verify that data is being collected for each
client.1. Configure the server to collect data from application clients.2. For each application,
follow these steps:a. Install the extended client software.b. Open two port numbers between
60000 and 65000.3. On the server, run the Summary report to verify that data is being collected
for each client.Step 2 in the original task uses follow as the imperative verb, which gives no
indication of what the purpose of the step is going to be.Revision1. Configure the server to
collect data from application clients.2. For each application, configure the client to send data to
the server:a. Install the extended client software.b. Open two port numbers between 60000 and
65000.3. On the server, run the Summary report to verify that data is being collected for each
client.1. Configure the server to collect data from application clients.2. For each application,
configure the client to send data to the server:a. Install the extended client software.b. Open two
port numbers between 60000 and 65000.3. On the server, run the Summary report to verify that
data is being collected for each client.In the revision, step 2 gives an action that indicates the
purpose of the step.Group steps for usabilityGroup steps to help users relate to the task. If you
instruct users to do one action or click after another, then another, then another, the task can
become mind-numbingly obscure. If you can group minor steps together into a larger step, users
can think of the steps in relation to the task that they are completing.Group steps for



usabilityGroup steps to help users relate to the task. If you instruct users to do one action or click
after another, then another, then another, the task can become mind-numbingly obscure. If you
can group minor steps together into a larger step, users can think of the steps in relation to the
task that they are completing.For example, instead of interpreting the steps as “First I click here,
then I fill out that field, then I click over there, then I select an item from a list here,” users can
more easily grasp steps in terms such as “First I set my preferences, and then I specify the
server information.” In this way, you not only help users relate to the steps that they are doing,
you also streamline the steps and make each step easier for users to find.The following steps
are in the correct order, but they don’t correspond to the way that the users think about the
task:OriginalTo add a setting to your profile:1. Select the profile object that you want.2. Right-
click and select Properties from the menu.3. In the Properties window, find the name and path of
the profile file.4. Close the Properties window.5. Open your profile in a text editor.6. Add the
setting to your profile file in the settings section.7. Save the profile file.8. Run the profile
command with the -file yourProfileName option.9. Restart the web browser.To add a setting to
your profile:1. Select the profile object that you want.2. Right-click and select Properties from the
menu.3. In the Properties window, find the name and path of the profile file.4. Close the
Properties window.5. Open your profile in a text editor.6. Add the setting to your profile file in the
settings section.7. Save the profile file.8. Run the profile command with the -file yourProfileName
option.9. Restart the web browser.The original set of steps gives each step the same weight.
Trivial clicks, such as closing a window, are treated in the same way as steps that are more
significant, such as running the command. The original set of steps ignores the relationship of
each step to its surrounding steps.RevisionTo add a setting to your profile:1. Find the name of
the profile that you need:a. Right-click and select Properties from the menu.b. In the Properties
window, find the name and path of the profile file.2. Update the profile with the new setting:a.
Open your profile in a text editor.b. Add the setting to your profile file in the settings section.3.
Run the profile command with the -file yourProfileName option4. Restart the web browser.To add
a setting to your profile:1. Find the name of the profile that you need:a. Right-click and select
Properties from the menu.b. In the Properties window, find the name and path of the profile file.2.
Update the profile with the new setting:a. Open your profile in a text editor.b. Add the setting to
your profile file in the settings section.3. Run the profile command with the -file yourProfileName
option4. Restart the web browser.The revised set of steps shows the relationships of some of
the steps to each other and shows how they make up the two higher-level steps: finding the
name of the file and updating the file. The revised set of steps also downplays some of the trivial
steps by merging them or omitting them. Where the original set of steps shows a linear
progression of one action or click after another, the revised set of steps shows what each step
accomplishes toward completing the whole task. Also, by combining the steps into higher-level
steps, the revision reduces the number of steps.Unordered, or bulleted, lists provide another
way to subordinate information or actions in steps. Use unordered lists only for steps that are not
sequential, and be sure that unordered lists support the flow of the task.The following steps use



unordered lists to try to get both new users and returning users through the same
path:OriginalTo change the amount of your loan:1. Log in to your student portal and review your
loan information.2. Choose the option to modify your loan and complete the fields and submit
the changes:• If you have a signature PIN, click Submit and specify your PIN.• If you do not yet
have a signature PIN, click Save Only. You will need to return to this page when you have your
PIN. If you do not yet have a signature on file, complete form 10235 and sign and fax it. A PIN will
be sent to your student email account within two business days.3. Review your student account.
Changes to the loan will affect your other balances, and you might owe additional tuition, or you
might be due a refund.To change the amount of your loan:1. Log in to your student portal and
review your loan information.2. Choose the option to modify your loan and complete the fields
and submit the changes:• If you have a signature PIN, click Submit and specify your PIN.• If you
do not yet have a signature PIN, click Save Only. You will need to return to this page when you
have your PIN. If you do not yet have a signature on file, complete form 10235 and sign and fax
it. A PIN will be sent to your student email account within two business days.3. Review your
student account. Changes to the loan will affect your other balances, and you might owe
additional tuition, or you might be due a refund.In the original set of steps, step 2 directs both
new users and users who already have a PIN to fill out a form that only users who have a PIN
can complete. The original steps are not focused on the flow of the task for the new
users.RevisionTo change the amount of your loan:1. Log in to your student portal and review
your loan information.2. If you do not yet have a signature PIN on file, complete form 10235 and
sign and fax it. A PIN will be sent to your student email account within two business days.3. From
your student portal, choose the option to modify your loan and complete the fields and submit
the changes. You must have a signature PIN to submit the changes.4. Review your student
account. Changes to the loan will affect your other balances, and you might owe additional
tuition, or you might be due a refund.To change the amount of your loan:1. Log in to your student
portal and review your loan information.2. If you do not yet have a signature PIN on file, complete
form 10235 and sign and fax it. A PIN will be sent to your student email account within two
business days.3. From your student portal, choose the option to modify your loan and complete
the fields and submit the changes. You must have a signature PIN to submit the changes.4.
Review your student account. Changes to the loan will affect your other balances, and you might
owe additional tuition, or you might be due a refund.In the revised set of steps, step 2 is used to
prepare the new users for the remaining steps. Thus both types of users can follow one clear set
of steps. For information about addressing a primary and secondary audience, see the
completeness guideline “Provide appropriate detail for your users and their experience level” on
page 123.When you use sublists to group steps, be sure to use the right type of sublist for the
situation. The following example shows a step divided into substeps:Original2. Copy the
contents of the file system from the source disk to the target disk. The steps that you use depend
on the location of the target disk:a. If the target disk is accessible from the source computer, run
the copyfilesystem command.b. If the target disk is not accessible from the source computer, run



the copyfilesystem -tmb command to copy the contents of the source disk to tape, and then use
the copyfilesystem -tmb command to copy the contents from the tape to the target disk.2. Copy
the contents of the file system from the source disk to the target disk. The steps that you use
depend on the location of the target disk:a. If the target disk is accessible from the source
computer, run the copyfilesystem command.b. If the target disk is not accessible from the source
computer, run the copyfilesystem -tmb command to copy the contents of the source disk to tape,
and then use the copyfilesystem -tmb command to copy the contents from the tape to the target
disk.
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